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Calloway Bd.
approves 4
new buses
for district
By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
The Calloway County School
Board voted to stay ahead on
bus replacement. approving the
order of four new buses to
replace models from 1999.
Superintendent
Kennith
Barg° said the $319,393 purchase would keep the district
ahead in replacing older buses
before they become a liability.
The budget had $400,000 set
aside for new buses. Bargo
added. but they decided it was
necessary to hang on to some of
the funds. Four buses will be
ordered, d 34 passenger preschool route bus, 34 passenger
special needs route bus, 66 passenger route bus and a 72 passenger conventional route bus.
The board also approved the
second and final readings last
night of policy changes regarding travel reimbursement and
the sick leave bank and looked
at two new policy revisions.
The first new reading was to
rescind an adoption leave policy
as recommended by the state.
Bargo said adoption leave is
already covered under the family medical policy and pregnancy leave. The other reading was
to restrict food purchases when
the purchaser has an outstanding balance. This is in respon.c

III See Page 8A
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Daily Forecast
By The Associated Press
Friday Sunny Highs in the
lower 70s. Northwest winds
around 10 mph.
Friday night...Clear. Lows
around 40. North winds around
5 mph
Saturday.. Sunny. Highs in
the mid 70s.
Saturday night...Clear. Lows
in the mid 40s
sunny.
Sunday :Mostly
Highs in the upper 70s.
Sunday night...Mostly clear.
Lows in the upper 40s.
Monday .Mostly clear Highs
in the upper 70s.

Murray, KY 42071

Council votes
unanimously,
sets start date
of Jan. 3
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Eric Pologruto, speaks to the City Council Thursday atter they voted to make him Murray's next fire chief.

Paul, GOP leaders attend rally at
Murray State University Thursday
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
entucky's Republican heavy hitters
came out in force to Murray State
University's
Center
Curris
Thursday aftemoon to rally around their
candidate for the U.S. Senate. Rand Paul.
Sen. Mitch McConnell. the U.S. Senate
minority leader, joined U.S. Congressman
Ed Whitfield. State Sen.- Ken Winters,
State Senate President David Williams and
Fifth District State House candidate Corey
McBee to encourage attendees to vote for
Paul and ask their friends and neighbors to
do the same. McConnell said the country
voted for change in 2008, but was having
buyer's remorse because of the kind of
change the Obama Administration had
given them. He cited issues like govern-

mem involvement in health care, finance
and the automobile industry. among others. McConnell said voters should use the
midterm elections as a report card to show
their dissatisfaction with Obama and the
Democrats in Congress.
"1 don't want the president to fail, I want
him to change, arid we're going to help
him change come Nov. 2," he said, later
adding, "I'll say this about our adversaries: They're smart, they're tough.
they're well-funded and they're not going
down without a fight."
Pau: told the crowd, which was packed
tightly. in the Curris Center Dance Lounge
near the building's west entrance, that he
first became interested in running for
office after someone invited him to a Tea
Party event in his hometown of Bowling

Green. He said he didn't expect to see a
huge crowd at the downtown Fountain
Square. but there were about 700 energized participants.
Paul said President °barna is an unparalleled recruiting tool for the Republican
Party. He said he is wrong on every issue
and doesn't understand Kentuckians.

MI See Page 8A
U.S. Senate Republican hopeful
Rand Paul, below, made a campaign
stop :n Murray Thursday as part of a
statewide bus tour. Paul spoke in the
Curris Center at Murray State
University and was joined by U.S.
Sen. Mitch McConnell and others.
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Interagency
communications
top objective of
local ttsponders
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Murray.-Calloway
County
emergency response officials
are continuing efforts to establish interagency communications capabilities while also trying to find ways to fund the
region's hazardous materials
response team.
County
Emergency
Management Director Bill Call
said during a meeting of the
Local Emergency Planning
Committee Thursday afternoon,
that the county is pushing forward with establishment ot new
open command radio frequencies that will enable various
response organizations inside
and outside to the county to
freely communicate.
In the event of a countywide
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Funding hazardous
materials team also
important to group
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By HAWKINS 'TEAGUE
Staff Writer
he Murray City Council
voted Thursday night to
make Eric Pologruto of
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.. the city's
next fire chief.
After meeting in a short executive session. the council reconvened and voted unanimously
to hire Pologruto for the post
vacated in July by Michael
Skinner. He will officially begin
his duties on Jan. 3.
Pologruto, 39, thanked the
council for their confidence in
him. He said he looked forward
to meeting with council members, city staff and firefighters
to talk about goals they would
like to see accomplished for the
department. He said he helieved
any successful organization
required a cohesive team.
After the meeting adjourned,
Pologruto said he had been with
the Fort Lauderdale FireRescue Department for 19
years, rtsing through the ranks
to assistant chief. He said the
department has about 450 personnel and goes out on about
42,000 calls a year. He said his
grandparents moved to Murray
from Michigan in the late 1950s
or early '60s and that he grew
up visiting about three or four
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News iti Brief
Judge says school shooter's case to go fonvard
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) --- A federal judge has ruled that a high
school shooter's claim of mental incompetence are "too important" to decide withoin a full heanng.
U.S. District Judge 'Thomas B. Russell on Thursday turned away
a request by prosecutors to halt a hearing. scheduled for February
in the case of 27-year-old Michael Adam Clinical
Carneal. who admitted in 1998 to killing three classmates and
wounding five others at Heath High School near Paducah in 1997
when he was 14-years-old, is setving life in pnson.
He plcaded guilty but mentally ill to the shootings. but has been
pursuing legal action to determine if mental illness prevented him
from appealing his guilty plea.
Prosecutors contend recently discovered letters show Carneal
was aware of his mental illness long before he challenged his
guilty plea, meaning he filed the appeal too late.
Carneal is housed at the Kentucky State Reformatory in
LaGrange. He is eligible for parole in 2023.

Land Between the Lakes foliage turning colors
Goi.DEN POND, Ky.(AP) - - The fall colors are beginning to

KYSER LOUGH Ledger & Times
CAREER FAIR: Members of CGB Enterprises speak with job seekers this week at the Murray State University Career Fair in
tne Curns Center. Nearly 90 local. regional and nation-wide companies registered for the event.

•Communications...
From Front
crisis when outside emergency'
response units would arrive to
assist. Call said it would be necessary for the county to be prepared with a system that would
allow all responders to communicate flawlessly.
'They are going to expect us
to be ready and right now we•re
not. That's it in a nutshell," Call
said.
Sheriff Bill Marcum also
pointed out that his office is
looking into boosting signal
repeater capabilities that will
allow better communications
between emergency responders
locally. In some areas of the
county, radio-to-radio or radio
to base traffic is often weak. The
county is now taking steps to get
funding assistance from state or
federal officials to resolve both
problems as soon as possible.
Calloway County's 911 emergency operations center has

recently been approved by the
state as a primary call center
allowing local emergency traffic
to be muted directly to the sheriff's office. Previously, most
county emergency calls were
channeled through Kentucky
State Police. However the system is not completely ready for
reception of all signals. such as
some cell systems.
In other business, Call said
about $13,500 is needed this
year to keep the Region I
Hazardous Materials Unit
active. The unit is called out to
assist with chemical spills and
other types of threats to the public in connection to hazardous
materials. Call said he will soon
propose that Calloway County
Fiscal Court, the Murray City
Council and Murray State
University split the cost.
Collection of costs from industry, business or individuals
responsible for hazardous chemical spills is already underway.

Call said other HAZMAT Street.
units across the state are also
Deputy Emergency Director
having funding difficulties and Jeff Steen reported success in
losing the unit. is not desirable.
several emergency response
"So we don't know where it's drills testing the county's capagoing to go in Calloway bilities in responding to various
County," Call said.
types of emergencies. Steen said
Also, Call pointed out some responders demonstrated "good
details reported from the command and control" of
Community Right to Know efforts to deal with the afterSummary concerning hazardous math of a moderate earthquake.
chemicals incidents and report- rcscuing an occupant in a burning in Calloway. Currently there ing building at MSU, dealing
are five main entities that report with a major traffic incident and
each year concerning possible rescuing a trapped and injured
threats to the environment hiker in a remote area.
including Vanderbilt Chemical,
However it was noted there
Murray
Water,
Murray were some communications difWastewater. Morningstar Foods ficulties between responding
and BellSouth: a sixth is under agencies that will need to be
consideration. Call reported "no dealt with.
significant chemical incidents"
"We have to find ways to
so far this year with some minor bridge that," Steen said.
incidents occurring and dealt
Designated channels now used
with by emergency responders by police, firefighters. emerincluding the discovery of an gency medical, rescue teams
unknown chemical in a dorm and other responders would
room at MSU, a cleaning solu- remain intact, but a separate
tion spill from a truck on command channel or channels
Industrial Road and gasoline would be designated for utilizaspillage at a station on Chestnut tion by all agencies in a crisis

show at Land Between the Lakes and there are several ways to
enjoy them.
Thc national recreation area covers 170,0(10 acres in southern
Kentucky and northern Tennessee, between the Tennessee and
Cumberland rivers.
The National Forest Service says visitors can drive the public
access roads to see the autumn colors or view them from hiking
trails, horseback. bicycle or ATV. The show is also good from a
boat.
Blackgums and sumacs are turning. Tulip poplars, sweetgums,
sassafras and maples will follow. Oaks are usually the last to
change colors.
A Fall Foliage Hotline at 1-800-354-4595 and website at
www.fsfed.usinews/fallcolors has information on autumn color
displays across the country.

Pulaski County man dead after fall from horse
SOMERSET. Ky.(AP)-- A southem Kentucky man has died
after an apparent fall from his horse.
'The body of 50-year-old Russell Alvin Taylor was found
Thursday morning at the bottom of a steep incline less than a mile
from his Pulaski County. home.
The Commonwealth Journal reports Taylor was horseback riding
with his neighbor Kenneth Roberts on Wednesday afternoon.
Roberts later saw Taylor's horse, but Taylor wasn't in sight.
A search was called off Wednesday nigh; after rain began to fall.
Before it could be resumed Thursday, Taylor's family members
found his body.
Pulaski County Sheriff Todd Wood says from Taylor's injuries, it
appears he fell. An autopsy is being performed.
Wood says the horse Taylor rode might have been difficult to
handle

Ky. man convicted of killing S.C. lover's husband
coNwAy. s.c. Ai)) A Kentucky. man has been convicted of
killing his South Carolina's lover's husband and has been sentenced to 35 years in prison.
Multiple media outlets reported an Horry County jury on
Thursday found 43-year-old Timmy Rogers of Leitchfield, Ky.,
guilty after deliberating about an hour.
Prosecutors say 53-year-old Frederik Engel of Horry County was
strangled with a shoelace in 2()08.

Town Crier
NOTICE
• The Murray Calloway County Parks board ot directors is
scheduled to meet at 6 p.m. on Monday. Oct. 18, in the conference room of the Murray Transit Authority office on Transit
Way. On the agenda for the meeting is Direct3r Matt Martin's
report on programs, a report on tournaments by Danny Dyke,
a report on baseball by Tim Thurmond, committee reports and
old business reports.
• There will be a Quarterly Board Meeting of the South 641
Water District on Monday, Oct. 18, at 4:30 p.m. The meeting
will be held at the Water Office located at 207 Main Street,
Hazel.
• To report a Town Crier item call 753-1916.
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Study: Love hurts so good it eases pain

Obituaries
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Floyd B. Dawson, 72, of Benton, died Thursday. Oct 14, 2010.
at 3:34 a.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born Jan. 22. 1938, in McCrory, Ark., he was a
retired brick mason, Calloway County Deputy
Sheriff and Calloway County Deputy Jailer.
In addition to his parents, Roy Lee and Eupha
(Capps)Dawson, he was preceded in death by a sister. Lucille Sanders; and two brothers, Stanley
Dawson and Clyde Dawson.
He is survived by his wife, Elfreida (Foster)
Dawson; daughters, Rita Peal and husband,
Stephen; Robin Dawson and Haley Dawson. all of
Murray; sons. Roger Dawson and wife, Melanie,
Davison
Floyd Ray Dawson, Randy Dawson and wife.
Anita, Ronnie Dawson and wife, Kandi. Ryan Dawson and wife.
Missy, and Kevin Dawson. all of Murray; sisters, Alma Merriman
and husband, Joe, and Mae Sexton and husband, Eddie, both of
Greenfield, Ind.; brothers. Leroy Dawson and wife. Barbara of New
Palestine, Ind., and John Dawson and wife, Sandy of Indianapolis,
Ind.: 11 grandchildren: three great-grandchildren and several nieces
and nephews.
Funeral services will be held Sunday, Oct. 17 at 2 p.m. at
Blakx;k-Coleman & York Funeral Home with Dr. David Roos and
Bro. Jim Harris officiating. Burial will follow in Murray City
Cemetery. Visitation will be Saturday, Oct. 16 from 5-8 p.m. at the
funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may go to St. Jude Tribute Program.
P.O. Box 1000. Dept. 142, Memphis, TN. 38148-0142. Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com. Arrangements
are handled by Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home.

WASHINGTON 1APi Sometimes love does feel like it
should.
Falling in love can act as a
potent painkiller, and now scientists have figured out why: It
stimulates the brain's reward
pathway, much like the rush of
an addictive drug.
The next question is whether
better understanding of the lovepain relationship might somehow help scientists tackle chronic pain. Falling head over heels
isn't exactly something a ckxtor
can prescribe.
But "maybe prescribing a little passion in one's relationship
can go a long way tovvard helping with one's chronic pain assuming it's passion with the
one you're with." said study coauthor Dr. Sean Mackey. chief
of pain management at Stanford
University.
The story begins with psychology professor Arthur Aron

Ernestine Mathis

BRUSSELS(AP) - The
Obama administration is a partner with the Afghan government
in its peace talks with the
Taliban, even though U.S. officials aren't sitting at the table,
two top administration officials
said Thursday.
Defense Secretary Robert
Gates said any reconciliation
between Afghan President
Hamid Karzai's government and
the Taliban insurgents has to be
led by Afghans. But he told a
NATO new conference that the
U.S. is offering advice and following the initial talks.
The Obama administration's
position is sensitive. because
taking any role in talks with the
Taliban risks criticism within the
U.S.
"One of the principles we
have established with President
Karzai is transparency with one
another as this process goes forward so we knovv what they are

Ernestine Mathis. 87, of Benton, died Thursday, Oct. 14. 2010, at
the Munray-Calloway County Hospital. Graveside services will be
held Sunday, Oct. 17 at 2 p.m. at Marshall County Memory
Gardens. Visitation will be Saturday, Oct. 16 from 5-8 p.m. at
Collier Funeral Home in Benton. Other arrangements are incomplete at Collier Funeral Home.

Donald Berry Hunter

of the State Universiiy of New
York at Stony Brook, who studies the neurology of love. His
work has linked that euphoric
phase of a fresh romance to
brain regions rich in the chemical dopamine. Dopamine is key
to what's called the brain's
reward pathway, the feel-good
mechanisms that encourage certain behaviors. Eating sweets,
for example. boosts this system
•- and addictive drugs like
cocaine hijack it.
"When people are in love, in
many ways it's not dissimilar to
what they get when they take
amphetamines or stimulants:
They're very exciteti, have loss
of appetite, sleep loss, they're
active, full of energy." noted Dr.
Nora Volkow, director of the
National Institute on Drug
Abuse and a dopamine expert.
Then pain specialists noticed
that if someone in an intense
romance gazes at a picture of his

a hot wand to indiKe
pain. and scanned their 1); ,;; I;
Looking at their loved oily
and distraction produced equll
pain relief -- but the distraction
worked through cogniti% e pathways while the romance ing
gered a surge in that reward
pathway. the team rept wed
Wednesday in the journal Pl,oS
One.
That means the brain can
pain-controllini
generate
responses without medications
that perhaps, "it vve understood
them better. we could trigg4
them." said NIDA's Volkow.
Caution: New love's flush
can fade to commitment, whicti
doesn't trigger the same hraiti
response. But Aron said .
he
recently found that doing somit
thing new and exciting with a
longtime partner stirs up that olt1
passion. "a good idea whether
you're in pain or not."

or her amour while being poked
or prodded. they. feel less pain.
Is that because their love is
distracting them from the pain?
After all. specialists often advise
sufferers to listen to music or try
other steps to lake their mind off
the pain. Or did love work some
other way'! Mackey and
Stanford colleague Dr. Jarred
Younger teamed with Aron to
lind out.
They put up campus signs
seeking love-struck Stanford
undergrads and within hours
couples were flocking in. "the
easiest study we have ever
recruited for in my entire
career," said Mackey.
Fifteen people underwent a
battery of tests. They looked at
either a picture of their new love
or a picture of an attractive
acquaintance, or were given distracting tasks such as to list
sports that don't involve balls.
Researchers touched them with

U.S. involved in Afghan, Taliban talks

Donald Berry. Hunter died Oct. II, 2010, in Conroe, Texas.
Born Aug. 2, 1928, in Union, Miss., he graduated from
Mississippi Southern University with bachelor's and
master's degrees in mathematics. He served as a captain in the U.S. Army during the Korean conflict in
artillery and reconnaissance and then received a
remmasol=
Doctorate of Education from the University of
Indiana. He also attended Murray State University as
a grant writer and Dean of Education for 28 years. He was appointed Superintendent of Public Instruction under Kentucky Governor
John Brown in Frankfort for four years and then became
Superintendent of Covington 1SD in Kentucky' for eight years.
Affiving in Conroe in 1992, he recently retired from Conroe ISD
where he served as Superintendent of Special Projects for seven
years.
In addition to his parents, Orion and Blanche Hunter, he was preceded in death by a son, Donald "Donnie" B. Hunter. Jr.: a brother,
Gaston Hunter; and a granddaughter. Julie Latimer.
He is survived by his wife of 16 years, Judie Hunter; daughter.
Leslie Davis and husband. Billy; two grandsons, Lindsey Hunter
and Drew Johnson; step-sons, Drew, Kris and Clay Lowe; and two
nephews.
SOUTH BRUNSWICK, N.J.
A celebration service was held today, Friday, Oct. 15. 2010, at
1AP)- A New Jersey car dealHarbour Town in Seven Coves on Lake Conroe. Expressions of
er plans tei keep his word after
sympathy can be made to Texas New Community-New Danville,
offering Florida pastor Terry
P.O. Box 7181. The Woodlands, TX. 77387-7181; or CutnShoot
Jones a new car if he promised
Charities, c/o Texan Harley Davidson, 2111 N. Frazier, Conroe, TX.
to not burn a Quran.
77301. Designate gift for Don Hunter Memorial.
Brad Benson made t.he offer
Online condolences may be left at www.eickenhorstfuneral.com.
in one of his dealership's quirky
Arrangements were handled by Eickenhorst Funeral Services in
radio ads.
Conroe.

doing. they know what we are
doing and they understand what
our requirements are." he said.
"And frankly, we share with
them what we think will be in
their own best interest as the
process goes along."
He added. "It's basically a
partnership as we go forward
with this with clearly the
Afghans in the lead. I think
we're confident that we have
access into this process and
plenty of opportunities to make
our concerns as well as our suggestions known."
His comments came after the
revelation Wednesday that
NATO was providing safe passage to Taliban officials engaged
in settlement talks, the clearest
sign yet that the U.S. takes
Kabul's • discussions with the
insurgents seriously.
Previously. the Afghan government has acknowledged that
it has been talking with the

Taliban.
but
discussions
between the two sides have been
described as niostly informal
and indirect message exchanges
relying on mediators.
In taking a public role in the
current talks, the Obama administration risks being accused of
negotiating with the Taliban. the
same radical group that harbored Osama bin Laden and alQaida prior to the September 1 .
21)01. attacks.
But by making the U.S. role
public. the administration may
be signaling to a U.S. public_
weary of the conflict that the
Obama administration is committed to ending it. Obama plans
to begin withdrawing some
vows in July 2011, but there
won't be large numbers coming
home then.
U.S. military commanders.
meanwhile. may feel comfortable with the talks because they
believe that the insurgency has

been damaged by the arrival of
tens of thousands of additional
troops in recent months. Though
the Taliban are far from defeated. Gen. David Petraeus. the top
U.S and NAT()commander. and
others say that the momentum
has shifted to NAT()forces.
Secretary of State Hillary
Rodham Clinton. meanvehile.
was more cautious in her assessment of the U.S. role in the
talks.
She said that the U.S. continues to insist that, as part of any
peace deal. the insurgents lay
down their weapons. cut ties
with al-Qaitia and pledge to
respect the Afghan constitution
with its protections for women's
rights.
While the U.S. supports what
the Afghans are doing. she said.
it isn't ready to make any judgment about how far the talks
should go.
•

Fla. pastor wins car for canceling Quran burning
He says he was surprised
when a representative for Jones
called to collect the 2011
Hyundai Accent.
Jones never burned a Quran
but he tells The Associated Press
that the offer of a car was not the
reason.
He says he learned about the

Sammye Wilkerson Franklin
Funeral services for Saminye Wilkerson Franklin, of Lone Oak,
will be held today. Friday, Oct. 15 at I p.m. at the Lone Oak Chapel
Milner & Orr Funeral Flame with Dr. Ben Boone
officiating. Burial will follow at the Frances
Cemetery in Crittenden County.
Franklin died Tuesday, Oct. 12, 2010, at 2:20
;).m. at Lourdes Hospital.
A graduate of Murray High School and Murray
State University, majoring in Elementary
Education. she was a member of Lone Oak United
Methodist Church, Paducah/McCracken County
Retired Teachers, Lone Oak Woman's Club and a
volunteer at HendronJLone Oak Elementary School
Franklin
and Lone Oak Elementary School.
She completed more than 40 years of teaching and retired from
Hendron/Lone Oak Elementary School in McCracken County with
26 years of service.
In addition to her parents, Robert Winston and Lexie Hopkins
Wilkerson. she was preceded in death by one daughter, Kelly Renee
Franklin.
She is survived by her husband of 48 years, Allen Franklin; one
daughter. Janece Franklin Everett and husband. Danny, DVM of
Paducah; two grandchildren, Daniel Allen Everett and Anna Grace
Everett: three sisters. Sharon Cotham and husband. Steve, Janice
Howe and husband, Red. and Robbie Key and husband, Reggie, all
of Murray: one brother-in-law. W.A. Franklin of Murray: one uncle.
Nolan Wilkerson and wife, Martha of Mayfield; and several nieces.
nephews and cousins.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Lone Oak United
Methodist Church, 3835 Old U.S. Highway 45, Paducah, KY.42003
or Lone Oak Woman's Club Scholarship Fund. c/o Marian Witt. 228
Iroquois Dr.. Paducah, KY. 42001.
Online condolences may be left at www.milnerandorr.com.
Arrangements are handled by the Lone Oak Chapel Milner & Orr
Funeral Home.
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kopperud Realty's Open Houses
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1708 Olive Street
CUTE AND WELL BUILT OLDER HOME
WITH CHARM' This bedroom ranch is con
veniently located near Murray Sian: University
Fenced in backyard overlooking vacant practice

Mire

field. Immediate possession is available Priced
at S95,000 MLS *18059

me., Ilermm

- I I \lain

t

16,th ib 1 12.

1302 Story Avenue
1204 Dogwood Drive
IMMACULATE HOME! Built in 2007. ct ASSIC AND 3A ELL-MAIN I 11N1-1) How.
this 3 bedroom, 2 bath home features mod- rim. rime is lossated in d uondedul lotation and
em amenities, hardwood flooring. tiled has s hedosuns and 2 lull bathrooms NCIACI kar
kitchen and bathmoms. vaulted ceilings pet upstairs and harduood and tile floors on the
and large master suite. Located on a nice main lesel Ceding tam in most rooms and unk
liesahle storage throughout Bathrooms lia‘c been
comer lot with pnvate backyard and back
updated bedrooms haw ssalk-in closets and lanu
patio. Priced at $175,7(10 MI,S #585.17
Is room has gas hic tin:place Biuh formal and

-3 p...m.

160.3 Dodson Atcnue

ypt,sit
THE MARKLE ANL/ SCR1 111
PLEAS!: this ssell built 3 bedroom. 2 bath busk
ranch is /ix ated on a spacious ,orriei lot Consen tent is
livaled to Murray State Com:ruts and most maim
shopping ale.. Om home team., mer 1630 Amine
feet el Ming area. laige fenced in hat ksattl. ten.'
eled lati.hen unit stainless steel artiliarkes, huge 10,
me room u ith hardssood. brand lieu heat and air unit
tahulous master bedroom and master bath %till
VIII
the
mg arca and a dining JieJ
informal
uhulpool tub Immediate plINStss11,11 IS mailable'
AII S 4'50101
kitehen PriL ed ,tt '320.7
rd at C I Ili 0011 MI S //SS

Watch for Future Open Houses at: www.mUrraylkyrealestate.com
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Alpha Department will meet

,tien/ iteminders
(
c)

The hlurray %Ionian's Club Alpha
Department v‘ ill meet Saturday, Oct. 16, at
9:.141 a.m. at the club house for the program.
C.E.D."
-l'assing
Your
June
Vandermolen. The donation is reading glasses. Hostesses are Alice korneeke. Trish
Barton. Neta Smotherman and 1.41iti Pharris.

The t011oss mg are renunders of events scheduled this weekend
that were recently published in the Murray Ledge, & Times:
Sarah Elisabeth Poliviek. daughter of Dewaync and Lisa
Polivick of Mun-ay. and Bobby Gene Miller, Jr.. son of Barbara
Wesitherspoon ot !Murray, and Bobby Miller of Highlands, Texas.
M,
be married Saturday..(kt. 16, 20i0. at the Polivick residence.
Amanda ht. Sullivan, daughter of the late Al and Debbie Sullivan
ot Murray. and Jamey
Beane. son of David L. and Zandra Beane
of Kirksey. will he marred Saturday, Oct. 16. 2010. at 3 p.m. at the
Salem Baptist Church irr Murray. All relatives and friends are in ited to attend.

Trolley/Bike Gallery
Hop to be held
Special to tile Ledger
The Murray Trolley/Bike
Gallery Hop will be Friday. Oct.
22. from 6-8:30 p.m. This free
event ineludes eight locations
and eight exhibits. No admission or trolley. fees.
Begin the hop at any of the
eight locations. The Trolley' will
travel to each site on a continual
schedule. arriving at each location in increments of approximately 20 minutes. Visitors may'
board the Trolley as tnany times
and at as many stops as desired.
There will be light refreshments
at most locations. Gear Up
Cycles will follow the sante
route. departing as a group of
cyclists from the storefront location on 15th Street and stopping
at each exhibition location
allowing approximately 20-30
minutes.
Participating locations that

will have art on exhibit include:
- Murray Art Guild: Stacey.
Reason. Submerse Immersion.
BFA Exhibition
- Red Bug On Thirst:
Kentucky Crafted Goods
- Gallery 109 & Jennifer
Fairbanks:
Recent
Work.
Jennifer Fairbanks
- Clara M Eagle Gallery, 6th
Floor Fine Arts Bldg, MR):
Cina Catz and Marna Branner
- Foyer Gallery, 6th Floor Fine
Arts Bldg. MSU:
Ciummo
- Upper Gallery. 7th Floor
Fine Arts Bldg. MSU: Lindsey
Griffith. In Between. BFA
Exhibition
- Curris Center Gallery, First
Floor, MSU: Kristen Miller,
Plucked. BFA Exhibition
- Fidalgo Bay: Rick Nance.
Recent Illustrations

Free health seminar
to be held Thursday
Special to the Ledger
A free health ,eminar and
Women's Luncheon will be held
Thursday, Oct. 21. from I I a.m

Baby Registry
Emily Bland & Andrew Com
Tele% Burkey & Riev Mason
•
•
•
•

Misty &Jamie Carson
Heather & Kyle Congdon
Whitney &Joy Clark

to I p.m. at the Murray Calloway
County
Library
Annex, 710 Alain St. Dr.
Matthew Price will discuss
women's health and new procedures in support of Breast
Cancer Awareness Month. He
will also hold a question and
answer session. A light lunch
will be provided.
For reservations. contact
Crystal Nadeau of Primary. Care
Medical Center at 767-3122 or
cry stal OP prima rycare medcentercom.

•
Emily & Kevin Cunningham
•
Chasity &8ill Harrod
•
— Ashley Hargrove & Jimmy Bynum
Aiwa &Justin Howell

Datebook
Sanci Teague.
Community
editor

•

Photo provided
PROCLAMATION SIGNING: Alpha Delta Kappa International
Honorary Organization for Women Educators (ADK) Rho
Chapter members, from left. Linda Feltner and Elizabeth
Douglas watch as Calloway County bJudge Executive Larry
Elkins signs a proclamation naming October as Alpha Delta
Kappa Month. ADK strives to serve the community in educational, cultural and charitable programs leading to harmony,
happiness and peace for all people.

AMVETS Auxiliary
holds local meeting
Secial to the Ledger
Inc AMVLTS Ausdiar:b Post
45 met on Sunday. Oct. 3 with
all officers and 24 members
present. President Kristie Frye
chaired the meeting and
Commander Bill Edwards
addressed the body and thanked
the Auxiliary tor its assistance sit
the Sept. 19 picnic. He presented Frye with a &matron to the
general fund.
Secretary Vs'incie Vs'right presented the minutes for review
and gave birthday. wishes to sev era! ladies having September
and October birthtia>. s. including Dorothy Edwards. Brenda
Leach, Jenny. Matlick. Carol
Block and Marcie Tate.
It was reportea that a local
person. Jennifer Bans. vva:.
awarded a National Scholarship
at the recent National convention in Louissille. Evans had
received both local and department scholarships prior to this
award: an honor for her and the
Auxiliary.
Officers reported on their
recent activities and plans coming up which included. Jenny
Matlick. second vice. who host-

help lor items needed to assist
clients that have been misplaces'
from their pemianent homes due

Alisha Lynn & Ed Johnson

OPEN HOUSES

Shelley &Jeremy McKee'

Saturday 1:00 to 3:00 p.m.

piecky &Dustin Murphy

I.•
•
•
•

Nicole &Chris Norsviorthy

•
•

Rebecca & Tim Olnen

•
•

Megan & Danny Olivet

•

Shannon &Jesse Ordunez

0•
•
I.•

Sylvia York &.:hris Neely

ed a Luau se:eral neeks ago and
raised over $1.1(X) designated
for the Children's Party at
Christmas.
Lynn
LaRue.
Americanism. was pleased with
the V•'estern party. she chaired on
Oct. 2. and reported proceeds of
over $600 for plans to send
packages :rod cards to soldiers
during the holidays and to
donate to the Honor Hight project. She also plans to arrange an
entry in the Veterans Parade on
Nov. 6 in Paris. Tenn. Celinda
Keech's. community service.
plans include a spaghetti dinner
tor Patriots Kitchell on ()ct. 14.
Debbie and Ray Hill will chair
the Halloween party on ()ct. 3(1
for the hospital program.
Officers will soon be completing mid-y ear reports. which are
required by the constitution and
bylaws. Several members of the
Auxiliary and AMVETS will
Ira% el to Morristown for the Os.i.
16 State Department meeting.
State officers include Wincie
Wright, secretary.: Jan Mall.
parliamentarian: Kristie Frye.
second VICC: and Shirley
Collins. Americanism.

to violence. Many of these individuals 'lase children. Current
items needed are kitchen trash
hags. toilet paper, paper towels.
razors. feminine hygiene products. shampoo and conditioner.
dish sosip. laundry. detergent.
bleach. _cleaning supplies and
old cell phones. For more infiamatron on how and where to
make a donation. call 759-2373.
All donations are tax deductible.
!Merryman House is a United
Way agency.
•

2106 Carol Drive
Neighborhood Pride is reflected in the well-kept homes of your
future neighbors.

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS

mendith & Shane Raspberry

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU OCT. 21
Shovolirnes Before 6 p.m.
On Sat. 6 Sun. Only moviesinmurray.com

Jessica &Kyle Reitz
••

Sarah &Ryan Stanger

•

Sherry & Tony Szychlinski

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Red
PG13 • 1.20 - 3:45 - 7:20 - 9:45

Ruth & Clint Todd

Life As We Know It

Carrie &Jacob Wilson

PG13-1.10 -3.35- T.25-9:511

Amber &Clint Wilson

Bethany Williams &Corey O'Bryon:

607 Sharp Street
Isn't this really where you want to live? Three levels of family
living - in established neighborhood across from the park.

ei;
. 1•

Pure Country 2: The Gift
PG - 1:05 - 3:25 - 7:10 • 9:311

Jackass 3D ,', , ,
R - 12:55 - 3:10 - 7:05 - 9:20

.
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ON NEN:
Karen 11Ihnticn Caul

•
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•

105 North Sixth Street
'Fhis property lends itself for commercial. financial, professional
and cultural activities.

PG13 - 1:00 - 3:40 - 7:00 - 9:4(1
N. 12111 Si •

•
; 299 N. 12th St. • Niurra:
•
•
753-7534
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Secretariat
PG - 1:30 - 4:00 - 6:50 - 9:25
Wall Street 2
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The Social Network
PG13 - 12:50 - 3.20 - 7:30 - 9:55

753-1492
I,oretta Jobs Realtors
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GOP fall picnic to be. held
The Calloway County GOP fall picnic will he held Saturday', Oct.
16. at noon at the Murray State Arboretum. located behind Pullen
Fann. Free BBQ dinner. Come meet the Repuhlican candidates.

Russell family to hold reunion
The Russell family and friends reunion will he Saturday. Oct. 16.
beginning sit 9 a.m. at the Bayview Building at Kenlake State Park.
There will he a potluck dinner. Bring pictures.

Four Rivers Music Friends to meet
The Four Rivers Music Friends ss ill meet Sunday, Oct. 17. in the
Calloway County Public Library Annex. Anyone interested in learning to play. or enjoys listening to music is invited to attend. For more
information, call Vel Burkeen at 753-6979.

Theta Department will meet
The Murray Woman's Club Theta Department will meet Monday.
Oct. 18. at 12:30 p.m. at the club house for the program,"I Left My
Heart in Murray. Ky." by Bjame Hansen and hear about a new service through the Transit Authority and take Trolley Ride. Hostesses
are Pitt MeMullin and Ginny Harper.

Death of Parent support group will meet
The Death or a Parent support group will meet Monday night at 7
p.m. This group is for anyone who has lost a parent to death. For
more information. call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-6646 or(270)
21(1-4173.

Need Line Board will meet
The Need Line Board v. ili meet Monday. Oct. 18, at 12:30 p.m. at
Need Line.

Concerned Taxpayers will meet
The Concenled Taxpayers of Calloway County (Tea Party
Movement) will meet Monday. Oct. 18. at 6 p.m. at the Calloway
County.' Public Library. Dr. Winfield Rose will speak about "What
Does a President want out of a Lame Duck Session from U.S.
Congress." All arc welcome.

Book give-away to be held
A 5.000 Book Give-Away.' will be held Saturday, Oct. 23, from 10
a m. to 3 p.m. at First United Methodist Church Gym.503 Maple St.
Books are religious. spiritual and inspirational. Limit I() books per
person. For more information. call Tiffany Shemwell at (2701 4928308.

Christmas portraits available
The Calloway County Family.. Resource Center is having the annual Christmas family portrait sale. For more information. call 7627333.

Long Creek Cemetery to hold work day
There will be a fall work day at Long Creek Cemetery in Land
Between the Lakes on Saturday. Oct. 23. beginning at 10 a.m. The
cemetery is located approximately one mile west of Lake Barkley
Bridge between the new east and west lanes of US 68/KY 80.
During the construction of thc roads. the Long Creek Cemetery can
he accessed by turtling right on the first gravel road after crossing
Lake Barkley Bridge. All friends and family members of those
intered at Long Creek Cemetery. are encouraged to bring tools and
prepare for a day of fellowship and maintenance. There will be a pot
luck lunch at noon.

Lions Club to hold candies sale
The Murray Lions club is holding its fifth annual California
"See's" Candies Sale. Available are truffles. toffee-ettes. peanut
brittle. chocolates and more. Order from any. Lions Club member or
call 753-3080 until Nov. 5 Pick-up is first week in Dec.

Bank plans Caribbean cruise
The Murray Bank Good Life is planning a Caribbean and Panama
Cruise. Space is limited in each state room category and early registration is recommended. For more information. contact Brenda
Sykes at 767-3338 or e-mail bsykes(tethemurraybank.com.

• Showtimes Before 6 p.m.
On Sat. & Sun. Only

•

- .• .h-

Murray Shrine Club Bingo is scheduled to
meet tonight (Friday) at 6:30 p.m. at the club
building on Ky 121 North. Murray. The public
is invited.

Homeplace wedding to be held

Merryman House asks for help with items
Merryman House Domestic
Crisis Outreach Office of
Calloway County has requested

Shrine Bingo planned

Land Between the Lakes Homeplace will recreate a traditional
19th centuly wedding on Saturday. Oct. 16, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Join for fiddle music. wedding games and more.

Lindsey &Russell Hughes

▪
•
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Charlie McKenney
City Council
Owner/Operator CDM Construction
for 30+ years.
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Jack Reece Carson
Jamie and Misty Carson are the parents of a son, Jack Reece
Carson. tx)rn Oct. 3, 2010. at 7:14 a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds six ounces and measured 19 1/2
inches. The mother is the former Misty Coles.
Grandparents are Tint and Kathy Coles; and Jackie and Richela
Carson. all of Murray.

Jack Louis Baer
aturday.(kt.
ehind Pullen
indidates.

Tyson and Christina Baer of Jackson, Mo.. are the parents of a
son. Jack Louis Baer, born on Oct. I I, 2010. at 12:55 a.m.
The baby weighed seven pounds six ounces and measured 19 3/4
inches. The mother is the former Christina Thorn.
Grandparents are Dennis and Ruth Thom of Murray; Orville and
Pat Baer of Perryville, Mo.; and Terrell and Jane Weaver of
Perryville.
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Brett Cade Dunn
Wade and Heather Dunn are the parents of a son, Brett Cade
Dunn. born on Sept. 24, 2010. at 8:07 a.m. at the Murray-Calloway'
County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pountis II ounces and measured 19 1/2
inches. A brother is Garrett Dunn. The mother is the former Heather
Hosford.
Grandparents are John and Glenda Dunn of Mayfield, and'Steve
and Vicki Hosford of Murray.
Great-grandparents are Charles and Martha Windsor of Murray.
and Charles Hosforti of Paris. Tenn.

Transylvania University
reception to be in Paducah
Special to the Ledger
Transylvania University will
hoki a fall reception for prospective students and their parents in
the western Kentucky area from
7-8:30 p.m. on Monday, Nov.
22, at the Carson Center in
Paducah.
Spend an evening talking
with some of Transylvania's students, professors, staff and graduates about one of the nation's
best liberal arts colleges. Learn
about Transylvania's excellent
academic programs, the wide
array of student activities, the
advantages of attending a col-

Make a Difference
Day set for Oct. 30
The 78th Alake A Difference
Day will he Saturday. Oct. 30,
2010. from 9 a.m. to I p.m. at
Roy Stewart Stadium parking
lot.
The Murray State University'
Small Business Development
Center and Make A Difference
Day organization have partnered
with BetterWorldBooks.com in
an effort to recycle old books.
Donated books will be sorted
and books in good to excellent
condition will be given to
BetterW'orldBooks.com
for
resale. A portion of the sale of
the books will be donated hack
Murray/Calloway
the
to
Community Education Advisory
Council for assistance with the
needs of tx)th school systems.
Other items that can be donated include eyeglasses. inkjet
cartridees. ct:11 phones, alu-

I California
nes. peanut
)member or

anti Panama
id early regtact Brenda
tm.

lege where caring, dedicated
professors inspire their students
and the generous scholarship
and financial aid opportunities
that make a Transy•Ivania education affordable.
For more information, call
the admissions office at (WO)
872-6798 or register online at
www.transy.edu/admissions.
Transylvania, founded in
1780, is the nation's sixteenth
oldest institution of higher
learning anti is consistently
ranked in national publications
as one of the top liberal arts colleges in the nation.

•
I•

minum cans. paper. oil. clothes.
old prescription drugs. glass and
batteries.
For more information. contact
Bill Wells at 759-1918 or Chrts
Wooldridge at 809-2495.

Photo provided
DONATION: Kristie Thompson, client service director for Life
Flouse Care Center, recently accepted a $200 donation from
Kevin D'Angelo, Grand Knight for the Knights of Columbus.
The Life House Care Center annual fundraising banquet will
be held Thursday, Oct. 21. at 6:30 p.m. at the Murray State
University Curris Center Ballroom. For reservations, contact
Life House Care Center at 753-0700

Annual health fair
to be held Oct. 28
Special to the Ledger
The 14th annual Western Kentucky Health Fair will be held
Thursday, Oct. 28, at the Joe Creason Community Center in Benton
from 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. This annual es ent is sponsored by the
Western Kentucky Retiree Council-UAW and co-sponsored by the
Marshall County Health Department and Anthem Blue Cross-Blue
Shield.
The health fair is open to all ages and is to assist area residents
in living a healthy lifestyle. There will be many prmiders offering
free services such as diabetes screening. vision screening. dental
screening. skin cancer awareness. osteoporosis screening. blood
pressure checks. grip strength. balance assessments and more.
Marshall County Health Department will have available coinplete cholesterol screening for $11. Twelve-hour fasting is required
for the diabetes screening and cholesterol screening. Those on medication may continue to take them. The health department will also
have flu shots available for a fee of $25. All those on Medicare
shouki bring their card as Medicare covers the fee for flu shots.
The Draffenville Lions Club will also be accepting old glasses
and frames.
Everyone is encouraged to attend this community event and take
advantage of the many free services offered. There will he refreshtnents and door prizes. For more information, contact Jerry Sykes at
1270) 527-5653.

MHS Soccer Banquet set
The MHS Soccer Banquet
for boys and girls will be held
on Tuesday. Nov. 9. in the
Curris Center Ballroom at
Murray State beginning with a
meal at 6:30 p.m. All families
and fans of Murray Soccer are
invited to attend.
Both JV and Varsity players
will be recognized along with
ball boys and girls. The ticket
cost is $13.
Players will not need to purchase a ticket. Tickets will not
be sold at the door.
Contact Monica Evans at
MHS for tickets. Check should
he made out to MHS Soccer.
The deadline for purchasing
tickets is Friday, Nov. 5.
For more information. call
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il Dear Taxpayors:
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Mr. Bernake, Larry Kudlow says:"you can just li
. keep printing money, and he is: but you can t II
A
Or
jprint jobs."

Donna Miller at 753-7723.

Le Creuset's
premium
cookware in
porcelain
enamel cast
iron,
p,-ivin.g• it a
(hirable weight
and a beantitn1
finish.
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The Concerned Taxpayers of Calloway (The 14
Tea Party) will hold a meeting with Dr. Winfield
Rose, MSU, entitled: "What Does a President i
ii"• want out of a Lame Duck Session from U.S. i
, Congress,- on the 3rd Mon.. Oct. 18th 6 p.m. at I
.,
I, the Main St. Library. Murray.
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Cypress Springs
Restaurant
"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake'
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Friday, Saturday & Sunday 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
mow •Pontoon and Jetski Rentals
Located Approx 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121
270-436-5496
Still Owned & Operated by the Williams Family
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Special to the Ledger
( Lot
Free computer clas.es are being offered at du:
lasses
Training Center I SCR'I in Hickory' beginning Oct. 18.
heing offered include:
Slicrosoft Word 2007 - (kt. 18 or 25. 6-9 p.m.: 'This class is
designed to provide beginning level skills in Microsoft Word 2007.
Students will learn how to enter and delete text, cut. move copy.
paste. change font size and color. change styles. borders. shading
and more. Focus will also be placed on how Word interfaces with
other Microsoft Office programs.
Microsoft Excel 2007. Level l - (kt. 19 or 26. 6-9 p.m.: This
course covers data entry. editing. creating lommlas, range editing.
using functions. printing and more. Class is interactive and tailored
to meet individual needs.
Facehook. Twitter and Alodern Social Networking for
Businesses - (kt. 18, 9-11 a.m.: Social networking is at the forefront of modem technology. Participants can leam how to use
Facebook and Twitter to advertise. post job openings, set up
accounts and more.
To register for these computer classes. contact Kimberley'
Wheeler. Mayfield/Graves County Comtnunity Education Program
at (2701674-4984 or kimberley.wheeler@graves.kyschools.us
Classes available on a first-come. first-served basis. Space is limited. For more information about offerings at the SCTC, contact
Nancy Draffen at I 270) 856-2400.
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fvlenus for the lunchrooms ot the Calloway County Schools
and Murray City Schools for the week of Oct. 18-22 have
been released by Pat Lane. Calloway director. and Mallory
Cathey. Murray director. Menus. subject to occasional changes.
based on availability. are as follows:
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Preschool and Little Laker Harbour - Snack - Monday cheese sticks. crackers• Tuesday - apple. milk. Wednesday cheese, crackers: Thursday - cereal. milk: Friday - animal
crackers, milk. Breakfast - (milk served daily) - Monday French toast sticks w/syrup, peaches: Tuesday - biscuit wigravy.
juice; Wednesday - scrarnbled eggs. ham, whole wheat toast.
tater tots; Thursday - yogurt, banana, muffin: Friday - cereal. poptart. juice. Lunch - (milk served daiiy - Monday cheeseburger. French fries, tomato/pickle, Tuesday - cheese
pizza, whole kernel corn, orange wedges; Wednesday - taco
salad. refried beans. lettuce/tomato/cheese; Thursday • chicken nuggets. hashbrown casserole, baked apples. roll. Friday
- Grilled cheese sandwich. carrots w/dip. apple.
Elementaries - Snack - Monday - tortilla chips cheese
dip, milk: Tuesday - peanut butter and ;elly sandwich, milk:
Wednesday - string cheese, crack.ers. milk: Thursday • turkey
and cheese wrap. juice; Friday - peanut butter, crackers, milk.
Breakfast - Monday - sausage biscuit. Tuesday - waffle sticks
wisyrup: Wednesday - biscuit w/sausage gravy: Thursday breakfast pizza; Friday - scrambled eggs, hashbrown, toast.
Lunch - Monday - super nachos. grilled chicken sandwich.
peanut butter and jelly sandwich: Tuesday - pizza. fish sandwich, peanut butter and jelly sandwich: Wednesday - chicken
nugaets w/roll. pimento cheese sandvvich. yogurt and animal
crackers: Thursday - lasagna w/roll. chicken sandwich, grilled
cheese sandwich: Friday - chicken and noodles, hamburger.
grilled cheese sandwich.
Middle - Breakfast - Monday - bacon and pancakes w/syrup:
Tuesday - biscuit w/sausage gravy: Wednesday - breakfast
pizza: Thursday - ham and cheese biscuit. Friday - cinnamon raisin biscuit. Lunch - Monday - BBQ nbette wirol!, hamburger. peanut butter and jelly sandwich: Tuesday - spaghetti wiTexas toast. fish sandwich, ham and cheese sandwich;
Wednesday - chicken nuggets Jr/iron, chuckwagon sandwich,
turkey anci cheese sandwich: Thursday - super nachos w/Mexican cornbread, sloppy joe sandwich, ham and cheese sandwich; Friday - oven fried chicken wiroll. corn dog. submarine
sandwich.
High - Breakfast - Monday - sausage biscuit; Tuesday pancake and sausage on a st(ck '‘vsyrup: Wednesday - ham
biscuit: Thursday - biscuit wisausage gravy, Friday - oatmeal,
poptart. Lunch - Monday - cream of potato soup. pizza sticks,
grilled chicken sandwich; Tuesday - sweet and sour chicken.
corndog: Wednesday - chicken nuggets w/roll, cheeseburger:
Thursday - foot-long chili dog, submarine sandwich: Friday cheesy beef casserole wiTexas toast. pimento cheese sandwich.
MURRAY CITY
Murray Elementary - Breakfast - (toast and cereal milk
and juice served daily) - Monday - egg and cheese on toast;
Tuesday - chicken biscuit: Wednesday - pancakes: Thursday
- sausage biscuit: Friday - blueberry muffin. Lunch - (Fruit
and milk served daily) - Monday - hamburger. grilled cheese,
green beans. French fries. vegetables and dip, Tuesday - mini
corn dogs. turkey and cheese sub. baked beans. macaroni
and cheese, side salad: Wednesday - taco salad, bbq sandwich, mexican beans, baked apples: Thursday - salisbury
steak wrroll, chicken sandwich, mashed potatoes, green peas.
side salad: Friday - stuffed crust sausage pizza. sloppy Joe.
corn. white beans.
Middle - Breakfast - (toast and cereal, milk and Juice
served daily) - Monday - French toast sticks. Tuesday - chicken biscuit: Wednesday - cinnamon roll: Thursday - bacon
biscuit: Friday - sausage biscuit; Lunch - (Fruit and milk
served daily) - Monday - hot and spicy chicken. roast beef
and cheese sandwich. sweet potatoes. baked apples, green
beans: Tuesday - chicken noodle soup w!crackers, chef salad.
turnip greens. carrots: Wednesday - chuckwagon. chicken
salad. potato wedges. white beans: Thursday - bbq sandwich,
fish and cheese sandwich. French fries. white beans. cote
slaw. Friday - cheeseburger. turkey club wrap. French fries.
vegetarian beans.
High - Breakfast - (toast and cereal. milk and juice served
daily) - Monday - assorted muffins: Tuesday - hot pocket:
Wednesday - breakfast pizza: Thursday - bacon biscuit: Friday - yogurt wigranola cup. Lunch - Monday - crispito, beef
fairta pita pocket. chef salad. mexican rice. mixed vegetables:
Tuesday - taco salad. hamburgercheeseburger, chicken caesar salad. potato wedges, corn; Wednesday - spaghetti w/bread
stick. chicken salad, chef salad, green beans, side salad:
Thursday - stuffed crust pizza. corn dog, grilled chicken salad,
hashbrown casserole. baked apples: Friday - fish and cheese
sandonch. bbq sandwich. chef salad. French fries, baked
beansicole slaw.
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ADVENTISTS
EN III DAY MAI:S.11s I
Sat '•
.m
Sat 1.:
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AN GLICAN
MARK'S ANGLICAN. CHUB('H

lois.

APOSTOLIC
APOSTOLIC HOME FELLOWSHIP
soncirt
lora. o
6-45 p m
6 45 p

ASSEIABLIES or GOD
HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
Islay. Morning Worship 10-30 a m
1-unday Evening Worship 6.00 p m
Wednesday Bible Study
7.00 p m

BAPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
loi
Wor,hip
11.00 a m
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m
CHERRY CORNER
Sunday School
10 m
Worship
11 am &fipm
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
stinday School
9'45 a m
Morning Services
11 00 a m
Evening Services
6 00 p m
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesda> Service
6.30 p.m.
Sunday,
YchEall
10.00 a m
Warship Service
11 ii0 a ni
Nzght
6 00 p
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Sunda,- School
9:00 Eam
10.00 a m & 6-00 p.m
• • -.•ple,hip Training
5-00 p m
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Sybool
1000 a.m
,,ing Worship
11 00 a m
VE,noon Worship
6:00 p m
I Pahl, St udy & Tout h 7'00 p ni
FAITH BAPTIST
Wa--11,11
11 (10 a En
5'00 p in
FERGUSON SPRINGS BAPTIST
s .;1,1,,
PHs. rn
Wordlip
11 00 a m
6-00 p m
Wed itesday
7-00 p
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunda. School
9 45 a ni
Worship /I 30 & 11.00 a.m. & 6 p.m
FLINT BAP'TIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:45 p.m.
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
Sunday Scho.1
9:30 a.m
Worship
10 45 a m.
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday SchEaa
9:30 a.m
Worship
10.45 a.m. & 6 p.m.
EAS'FWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 a m & 5 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
HARDIN BAPI1ST
Worship
8.00. 9,15 & 10:30 a.m.
Sun. Schools 8.0tI, 9.15 & 10-30 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7 p.n.
HAZEL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9,30 a.tn
Worship
10 30 a.m & 6:30 p.m
Church Training
5:30 p.rn
Wednesday Worship
*1,00 p.m
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service 11'00 a.m & 6 p.m
Wednesday
7:00 p.m_
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
Awana
5:30-7-30 p.m
Training Union
5745 p.m.
Evening N'orship
6-30 p.m.
LEDRETrER MISSIONARY BAFTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Preaching
11 a m & 6:00 p m
Wednesday Night
7:00 p.m
LIGHTHOUSE BAPIIST CIIURCH
Sunday School
I0,00 a_m
Worship
II a m & 6 p_m
Wednesday Worship
7-00 p.m
LOCUST GROVE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
11 a m & 6 p.m
Wednesday 1.Vorship
7.00 p.m

communitynews@murrayledger.com

LONE 0A.K PRIMITIVE
1st Sunday
2 17.0 p.m
rird Sunda,
2
p
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morniog Worship
10 50 a m
Evemng
6
pm
MOUNT HOREB FREEWILL BAPIIST
Sunday Sch.s.1
9 30 a ro
Worship
11 .00a m
N'EW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11:00 a m
Evening Worship
6.00 p m
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
10410 m
6-00 p 11.
Evening Worship
NEW PRO%IDENCE
Sunday School
10-00 a.m
Worshlp
11 am & 6p.m
OAK GROVE
Sunday. School
10 a tr,
Worship
11 a ni & p.rn
OWENS CHAPEL
Sunday School
10:00 nm
Preaching
11 00 a m
Prayer SC1,100
5:30 p.m
Chumh
6-00 p m
POPLAR SPRING
Sunday School
10 a ni
Worship 8145 a m & 11 a m Sr 6 p m
SALEM BAP'rIST
Sunday School
9:30 a ra
Worship
10,30 a.m & 6 p.m
Wed Night Bible Study
7-00 p m
SCOTTS GROVE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00 a m
Eyening Worship
6:00 p.m
Wednesday Prayer Meeting 7,00 p.m
AWANA Ministry
Wednesday Night 6•30 p.m -8 p m
SINIUNG SPRING
Sunday SchEad
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m & 6 p
Wednesday
7pm
SOUTH MARSHALL
Sunday School
10 a.m
Worship
11 a m.. 6:30 p.m
Wedneaday
7 p.m.
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Worship Services
10 a.m
Diacipleship Training
6 p.m
ST. JOHN
Sunday School
Morning Worship

There is widespread opinion that prayer
is unnecessary because God knows perfectly well what we need, and He has foreordained the course of events from the
beginning of time. From this point of view,
our prayers would appear unnecessary
since God already knows what is in our
hearts and minds, which makes perfect
sense if we consider that God is omniscient, omnipotent and all-good. This is
looking at prayer from the objective side,
as if the object of prayer is to inform and
persuade God, which is highly dubious. But, what if we
look at prayer from the subjective side, from the perspective of the praying subject? In that case, we see that
prayer is an expression of one's inward disposition.
Sometimes we are disposed to ask for God's help, and at
other times we are moved to praise God or thank Him.
In all of these cases, the real power of prayer comes from
its expressive power; that is, its power to express what
we are thinking and feeling. Heartfelt prayer is essential
to convey- our love and appreciation to God. But what is
equally important is its effect on the person who prays.
Genuine prayer instills in one a devout and Godly disposition, and seen in that light, perhaps the best prayer
is the self-fulfilling prayer that asks simply: to grow in
holiness and the love of God.

WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10:30 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
BE'rHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a Er.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p m
Wednesday
7 p.m
VICTORY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a.m
Worship
11 a m. & 6 p.m
Wednesday
7 p.m.

CATINNEIC
ST. HENRY CATHOLIC CHLItCH
Saturday !Hass
4:00 p.m.
Sunda) Mass
10:30 a m.
ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHLTRCH
Saturday Mass
6:00 p.m.
Saturday. Spanish Mass
8:00 p.m
Sunday Masses
8am &Dam

CNIUSTUUI
AURORA CHRISTMAN
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Bible Study Sunday
10 a.m.
Bible Study Wednesday
7 p.m
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Celebration Service
9:00 a m.
Sunday School
9145 a.m.
Warship Service
10.45 a m
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELL07/SHIP
Bible School
9:30 a.m.
Worsh:p
10 30 a m
Everan2 St.1S•i••
6 lq p

CIINTIAN SCONCI sums
1030 a.m
Wd 12-3 p m
7.30 p_m

CIONCH or MINIS?
ALMO CHURCH OF' CHRIST
Bible School
9 00 a m
Morning Worship
9.50 a m
Evening Worship
6.00 p m

MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
10 00a
Sunday School
11 00 a in
Sunday Worship
6 30 p
Wed Night Bible Stud)

SHILOH FULL GOSPEL A.SSEMBLY
7 III) p
Thur,day Night
Sunda) Morning
lo 00 a n.
7
Sunday Evening
I/0 p rn

PALESTINE UNITED
10 00 a Ei.
Sunday School
11 -00 a rn
Worship

CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
Bible School
9-30 a.m
Worship
11 .30 a.m & 7 p.m
Wed Bible Study
7 p.m.
Friday Worship
7 p.rn

NEW CONCORD
Worship
9.50 a.m & 6 p.m.
Bible Classes
9 a_m
Wednesday
7 p.m.
NEVI'PROVIDENCE
Bible Study
9:00 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m. & 6700 p.m
Wed Bible Study
7:00 p m
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning IN'orship
10,45 a.m
Evening Worship
6-00 p.m

10-00 a.m.
10:45 a.m.
730 p.m

WAYMEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
10.00 a m
Sunday School
Morning ServIce
11 00 a m

HIGHER PRALSE
WORSHIP CEN'TER
Praise and Worship 10 30 am &6pm
Wednesday Family Training
pm
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sundays
10:30 a m
Wednesday,
7.00 p m
MIJRRAY RESTORATION
BRANCH OF JESUS CHRIST
Morning W.irship
10:00 a.m
Sunday Sch....1
10:15 a.m.
Worship
11700 a.m.
SADDLE CREEK CHURCH
Sunday, Morning
11,00 a.m.
Wednesday Evening
6:30 p.m

nommurs vomitus
JEHOVAH'S STFNESS
Public Talk
9:30 a rn
Watchtower Study
10,30 a m

LOWMAN
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Bible Study
9.00 a.m
Worship
10:30 a.m.

R.S.V. 1 Thessalonians 5:16-17

KIRKSEY CHIJRCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10-00 a m.
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Eyerong Worship
7.00 p.m.
(Sunday & Wednesdays.
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10:00
Morning Worship
11,00 a.na
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.

TEMPLE HILL IJNITED
900 a ni
Su nday School
10_00 a n.
Preaching

I 2 mil., xe,t of I.,nu

Sunday SCh001
Worship
Evening Service

in Christ Jesus for you.

DEXTER
9;:ni a
Sunday School
10 30 m & 6.00 p.m
Worship
Wednesday
7.00 p m
FRIENDSHIP
Bible Study
10 a.m
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 p.ro
Wednesday Worship
7 p.m.
GrtEEN PLAIN
Bible Study
10700 a.m
Morning Service
10.45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6700 p.m
Wednesday NVorship
7.00 p m.
HAZEL CHIJRCH OF CHRIST
Bible Study
9.00 a m
Morning Woralup
9 50 a m
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m
Mid-Week Worship
7
pm
MCKORY GROVE CRURCII OF cram.
Sunday Bible Class
9 00 a m
Morning Worship
I() 00 a in
Sunday Night
6 00 p m
Wednesday Night
7 (10 p m

SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
9 45 a rn
Sunday School
45 a n
Morning Worship

HARMONY MENNOMTE CHLTRCH

circumstances;for this is the will of God

COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
9 30 a.m.
Morning Worship
10 15 iy.m
Evening Worsnip
6,00 p.m
Wed. BIble Study
7:00 p.m

RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
9 30 a 11.
Worship
11 00 a n,
Sunday School
Study:
7 00 p
Wed Night Bible

UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
Sunday
pm
Wednesday
7 p.m

Rejoice always, pray constantly, give thanks in all

9730 a m
Ilam

SUGAR CREEK
Sunday School
10 a.m
Worships
11 a m & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m
%VEST FORK
Morning %Vorship
11,00 a.m.
Wednesday Evening
7:00 p.m.
Sunda) Eyernng
6,00 p.m.

Sunday Sch....
Reading Rom.
2nd Wednesdri

The Power ofPrayer

HARVEST LAND
MINISTRIES INTERNATIONAL
Saturday Celebration Serv.ce
pm
Wednesday Spiritual Training 7 p m
Wed. Praise, Worship & Altar
pm

SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m
Evening Worship
6-00 p.m

BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
1st & 3rd Sun N.ght
6:00 p.m

MURRAY FIRS7' UNITED
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday- School & Worship
10 a.m
Evening Worship
6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.

COLDWATER
Sunday School
10.00 a.m.
Ih'orshm
11:00 a.m.

NEW CONCORD
Sunday Worship & Service
10 a.m.
Worship Stin 6 p.m. & Wed 7 p.m

WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Morning
9.00 a.m
Evening
6:00 p.m.
Wediandav
7,00 p.m

FIRST UNITED METHODIST
Worship
8'45 & 11 a.m.
Sunday School
9:50 a.m
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00 a m
GOSHEN METHODIST
Morning Worship
9 00 a.m
Sunday School
10:00 ium
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
10.00 a m
Sunday Worship
11 00 a.m
Wed Night Bible Study
610 p.m
INDEPENDENCE UNTTED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a m.

muopcmourr

KIRILSEIT IJNITED
Sunday School
10.00 a m.
Morning Worship
11.00am

CHRISTIAN COMMUNTTY CHURCH
Worship Sunday
10-30 a.m.
t'hildreds Sunday School 11.00 a.m

LYNN GROVE
Sunday: Sch.s.1
9.00 a.m.
Morning Worship
9730 a.m.

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
Worship
10:00 a m.
Wednesday - Home Groups 6:00 p.m

MURRAY FIRST UPC
Sunday' School
10:00 a m
Worship
11:00 m
Wednesday Worship
700 p rii

JENNY RIDGE PENrrECOErrAL
Saturday Evening
6-00 p m
Worship
10 30 a m & 6 p

DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
1000 a.m
Worship
1100 am.

EPISCOPAL

DEFTER PENIECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday Schtxil
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.tn & 6 p.m

BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9:30 a.m
Sunday School
10:30 a.m
2nd & 4th Sun Night
6:00 p.m.

WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10:50 a ra
Evening WorFhip
6,00 p.m.

ST. JOILN'S EPISCOPAL
Worship
10 30 a in
Sunday School
9 00 a m
Tuesday
12 00 p m

CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10,00 a.m.
Worship
11:00
& 6.30 p m.
Wed Evening & Youth Service 7.00 p.m.

FAFTH TABERNACLE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.

COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worahip Sender
8,50 a.m.
Sunday- School
9:50 a.m.

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OPLATTER DAY SAINTS
Sacrament Meeting
10:00 a m
Sunday School
11:10 am
14-9/Priesthood
12:10 p.m.

BETHEL APOSTOLIC
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10,00 a.m
Sunday Sch..xri
Worship Service
11:00 a.m
Sunday Night
5:00 p.m
Wednesday Night
7-00 p.m.

IDETINNIIST

GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CIIRMT
Worship
5 a.m . 9 a m. & 6 p.m.
Bible Studs.
10:15 a.m
Wed Bible Study
7 p.m.
UNION GROVE
Moriung Worship
10-50 arra.
Evening WorshIp
6700 p.m.
UNIVERSITY
Bibie Classes
9:00 a.m.
Worship
10700 a.m & 5:00 p.m.

COM OF JEWS CRUST
or LATTER DAY SAINTS

PENTECOSTAL
BETFML FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
10:00 a m
Sunday School
Church
11 00 a in & 6,00 p m
Wednesday
7:00 p m

MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Wership Service
9,00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a m

TRINrIT CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday Schoyl
10:00 a.m.
Worship
10:50 a.m. & 6 p.m
Wednesday "
,.•-41ip
7p m
UNTrED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCOltD
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship Service
11 00-7 30 p m

PlIESBYTERIAN
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School
9:30 a m
Worahip
10:45 a.m

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10 00 m
Worship Service
II ,X1 m

NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
10.00 a m
Worship
11,00 a_m

Church B
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OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PP.ESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Sunday School
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Worship Service
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Sunday School
10 00 a.m.
Worship
11 00 it m & 6.30 p m
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Attend The Church Service Of Your Choice
Special thaoks to the merchants wile make this page possible.
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CALLOWAY MONUMENT CO.
SINCE 1944
COINO1FIA1M•f

100 N. Sth St. • Murray, KY 42071
753-3500 • www.mckinneyIns.com

4
905

tenate
CC

Glendale Road • Murray, KY 42071
12701 750-1555

Office Technology Specialists

OM'Etimily Is Here 7i,

1-800-858-0492

Help Yours.
1707 %N. Nlain • Nturra, • 270-753-1%2

1393 State Route 45 North

Cain's4
„,
loIr„1_iir
CHRYSLER•liODGE•JEE11400 N. 12TH • MURRAY, KY • 753-6448
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Church Bulletins
Various
churches
have
released information concerning
their worship services for the
coming weekend as follows:
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian:
Rev. Chkules Westfall. pastor.
will speak at the i I a.m. worship
serv ice. Sunday School wall be
at 10 a.m.
Sinking Spring Baptist:
Carl Butler, pastor, will speak at
the I 1 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship
services. Sunday School will be
at 10 a.m. Wednesday service is
at 7 p.m. For a ride, call 7536416 or 753-4896.
Glendale Church of Christ:
Jason Hart, minister. will speak
about "I Need His Protection,
Ps. 23:4,5" with scripture from
Psalm 23:1-6 at the 9 a.m. worship service and about "One
Step at a Time" with scripture
from 1 Corinthians 10:13 at the
6 p.m. worship service. Also
assisting will be John Dale, outreach minister, Todd Walker.
associate minister, Garry Evans,
involvement minister, Nick
Hutchens, youth minister, Karl
Smith. Bobby Fike, Gerald
Murdock, Johnny Bohannon,
Rick Spann, Eric Gibson,
Hayden Rogers, Mark Rogers
and Jeremy Bell. A short worship service will be at 5 a.m. and
Church School at 10 a.m.
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist: Rev. Gene Burkeen,
pastor, will speak about "Listen
To The Spirit" with scripture
from 2 Timothy 3:1-17. 4:/-5
and Matthew 5:13-20 at the 9
a.m. worship service. Musicians
are Ricky Cunningham and the
Rev. Glenn Hill. Sunday School
will be at 10:30 a.m. Coffee and
discussion Bible Study is Friday
morning at 10 a.m. Everyone is
welcome.
Good Shepherd United
Methodist: Rev. Gene Burkeen.
pastor. will speak about "Listen
To The Spirit" with scripture
from 2 Timothy 3:1-17. 4:1-5
and Matthew 5:13-20 at the 11
a.m. worship service. Judy
Lamb will be ihe pianist, with
choir director Denise Schuttler
leading the singing. Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m.
Everyone is welcome.
Elm Grove Baptist: Pastor
Brad Bums will speak about
"The Making of a Christian
Family. A Man" during the I()
a.m. worship service. Music will
be lead by Danny McGrew and
Randy McClure. Sunday School
will be at 9 a.m.
University
Church
of
Christ: Charley Bazzell, minis-
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ter. will speak about "What Held
Jesus to the Cross?" with scnpture from Mark 15:22-39 at the
10 a.m. worship service and
Kyle Ferguson will speak about
"The Call of Gideon" with
scripture from Judge.s 6 at the 5
p.m. worship service. Danny
Claiborne is worship leader and
Terry Smith will preside at The
Lord's Table. Also assisting will
be Paul Randolph and Gene
Catteron. Children's Bible Hour
will be at It) a.m. Sunday
School for all ages is at 9 a.m.
Hazel
First
United
Methodist: Elyse Bell, Paris
district resource director. will be
guest speaker in observance of
United M2thodist Laity Sunday.
She will speak about "Knock
and the Door Shall be Openea"
with scripture from Manhew 7:7
at the 9:45 a.m. worship serivce.
Sunday School will be at 11 a.m.
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist: Elyse Bell, Paris
district resource director. will be
guest speaker in observance of
United Methodist Laity Sunclay.
She will speak about "Knock
and the Door Shall be Opened"
with scripture from Matthew 7:7
at the II a.m. worship serivce.
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m.
Goshen United Methodist:
Rev. H.B. Fields, pastor, will
speak at the 9 a.m. worship service. The pastor's assistant will
be Tom Villaflor. Jesse Lewis
will serve as greeter. Acolytes
will be Emily Brunn and
Cheyenne Chaney. Kathy West
will direct children's church.
Tina Sexton will direct the choir
with Pat Brunk Renee Doyle
and Carla Halkias as accompanists. Following the service, the
congregation is invited to the
family fellowship center for
refreshments and fellowship.
Sunday school will be. at l0:15
a.m. with Tim Chaney as superintendent. The Sunday night
Bible study for both Kirksey and
Goshen churches will meet at
Goshen at 5 p.m. The Sunday
night youth activities have been
canceled for the week.
First United Methodist:
Rev. Bob Saywell will speak
about "The Miracle of His
Presence" with scripture from
Psalm 139:1-12 and Matthew
28:16-20 at the 8:45 a.m. Early.
Light and the II a.m. worship
services. Special music will be
by Susan Blackford, Praise.
Team
director,
Holly
Bloodworth
and
Gale
Cornelison at the early service.
Assisting will be Ginny

Richerson arid Steve Kroehler
and Roy Riley will provide
media ministry. Susan Williams
will provide the Children's
Message. Assisting at I I a.m.
service will be Sid Easley and
Jim Stahler. pastoral assistant.
Dr. Pam Wurgler is Chancel
Choir director and Joan Bowker
is organist. Special music will
be by Luke Williams and
Michelle Ford. Acolytes will be
Kathryn Nelson and MeKinzie
Nelson. Acolyte parent will be
Andrea Nelson. Sunday School
will be at 9:50 a.m.
First Christian: Rev. Dr.
Ruth Ragovin. senior minister.
will speak about •I'he Most
Frequent Prayer of All" with
scripture from Luke 18:1-8 at
the 9 a.m. Celebration and 10:45
a.m. Traditional worship services. The Celebration Band with
Tom Seipel, Tori Daughrity.
Monte Fisher and Devin
Bannister will perform during
the 9 a.m. service. During the
traditional service. the Chancel
Choir will bring special music
"Come. Let Us Join." Mark
Dycus is the minister of music
with Donnie Hendrix, organist.
Judith Hill, pianist, and Julie
Wamer and Dianne Miller.
instrumentalists. Assisting will
be Brenda Estes, worship
leader: Eddie Phelps and June
VanderMolen, communion elders; Lillian Gierhart. Rob
Clause. Melanie Dawson, Erica
Gray and Lesa Sims. diaconate.
Tom Seipel will give the children's message.following which
the children are invited to
"Worship and Wonder." Sunday
School for all ages is at 9:45
a.m.
First Presbyterian: Rev. Dr.
Ann Marie Montgomery. copastor, will speak about "A Way
of Life" with scripture from
Jeremiah 31:27-34 at the 10:45
a.m. worship service. Ralph
Pittman will be liturgist. Todd
Hill is choir director and organist and Kee Kem Hundley and
Kala Dunn are accompanists.
Assisting will be Joan and
Whitey Adams, and David and
Robyn Pizzo, ushers. Sunday
School will be at 9 a.m.
Westside Baptist: Bro.
Glynn Orr, pastor, will speak
about "Living of the Promises of
God" with scripture from 2
Peter 1:1-4 at the 10:30 a.m.
worship service with special
music "It's Still the Cross" by
Mike Crook. minister of music.
E-Worship will have K-4th
grades in the gym. Bro. Rob
Ison will have the PABA annual
meeting at 6 p.m. with special

music "The ()Id Ragged Cross
Made the Difference" by the
Westside Quartet. Sherry Harris
is minister to preschool and children. Justin Franklin and
Randall Winckster will be deacons of the week. Sunday
School will be at 9:30 a.m.
Scotts Grove Baptist: Bro.
John Denham. pastor, will speak
about "When God Comes
Down" with scripture from
haia/i (53. (54 at the 11 a.m. service. He vvill also speak ai the 6
p.m. service. Kevin Crawford is
music director with Mary' Davis.
EmmaDean Clayton and Glenda
Rowlett, musicians. The Praise
and Worship Train will lead the
congregation in special music.
The Farmers
Sunday School is at 10 am with
Rickman, director.
James
AWANA
Ministry
meets
Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. A
revival meeting with Bro. Jim
Simmons as Evangelist will Special to the Ledger
The Farmers as musical guests.
begin on Sunday, Oct. 23. at the
Locust Grove Baptist Church The special speaker will be Dr.
11 a.m. service and continue will celebrate 169 years of min- Russell Fuller, who
was the
through Wednesday, Oct. 27. istry on Sunday, Oct. 17. As one interim
pastor of the church in
The public is invited to these of the oldest Baptist churches in
the early '90s on a few occaservices.
Murray'. members of Locust sions. Dr. Fuller taught
Memorial Baptist: Bro. Grove along with members
languages at Mid-Continent
Kelly Reed will speak at the from another local Baptist
University in Mayfield during
8:30 and 10:50 a.m. worship church saw ihe need for a
his time at Locust Grove. and
services and Jordan Roach will church in the growing city
of now is a distinguished professor
speak at the 6 p.m. worship Murray.
The result of those few of Biblical languages at
service. Special music will be by
members was the First Baptist Southern Baptist Theological
Stacey Campbell at the early
Church in Murray. There have Seminary in Louisville. The
hours. Dale Thomas is deacon of
been a lat of amazing events services will begin at 10 a.m. in
the week and Kelvin York is
through the years that have hap- the sanctuary and will feature
yoke fellow. Ron James will
pened through the church in the The Farmers and the Locust
give the Sunday School Report.
"cornfield." The future looks Grove Choir. A meal will follow
Sunday Scha)1 will be at 9:40
good for Locust Grove as Bro. the services. Anyone affiliated
a.m.
Ryker Wilson begins his fifth with Locust Grove is invited to
Grace Baptist: Bro. Sammy
year of ministry in November.
attend. Childcare will be providCunningham. pastor, will speak
The church will have a special ed for the services.
at the 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m.
Homecoming celebration with
worship services. Henry Nance
is music director with Oneida
White, Sherry Fortner and
Kathy Garrison as accompanists. Eddie Morris will give the
children's semion. Assisting
will be Charles Long. deacon of
the week; Gene Collins, Philip
Harrell. Bobby Warren and
James Beane. greeters: and
Jimmy Kimbro, Walter Bell.
Bobby Hopkins and Austin
Miles, ushers. Sunday School
will be at 9:30 a.m.
First Baptist: Pastor Sam
Rainer will speak about "All
Hail the Powcr of Jesus' Name"
at the 8:30 and 11 a.m. worship
services. Amber Sugg will give
the Kids First Message at the
early hour. Assisting will be Ed
Stetzer and Jordan Richmond.
Photo providea
soloist. Bible Study will be at
9:45 a.m. Evening Bible Study Children decorate pumpkins at last year's Fall Festival sponwill be at 6 p.m. with Jordan sored by Lynn Grove UMC,
Richmond.

Locust Grove Baptist will
celebrate homecorrung

Lynn Grove UMC
to hold Fall Festival
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CHURCHES
Coldwater
UMC to hold
fall festival
Coldwater United Methodist
Church will hold a Fall Festival
on Sunday. Oct. 17. beginning at
3 p.m. at Tim and Cassidy
Palmer's Farm on Hickory'
Grove Road.
Activities including washtub
golf, clay pigeon shooting.
inflatable fun. washer pitching,
cornhole, kid's carnival games
with prizes. outdoor volleyball
and more. At dusk, all are invitcd to enjoy a hayride, roast

wieners and marshmallows,
enjoy a barbeque and Fish Fry
with all the fixings and listen to
live music. There is something
for everyone. For more information, call(270)489-2371 or visit
www.coldwaterchurch.org.

FUMC will hold
Harvest
Hootenanny
The youth of First United
Methodist Church are sponsoring a Harvest Hootenanny on
Wednesday, Oct 20, in the
church gym. 503 Maple Street.
Murray. This fall festival event

begins at 5 p.m. with a chili
competition and meal. From 6-8
p.m. there will be a petting zoo.
pony rides, carnival games. a
costume parade and a trick-ortreat walk through the church.
The Harvest Hootenanny is
open to all children and families.
The cost is $5 for the chili meal
and $2 for admission to the
additional activities.

Park on Sunday. Oct. 17. beginning at 5:45 p.m. with free hotdogs at the Murray City Park
Amphitheater and will feature
the Celebration Band from the
FCC Celebration service. At 6
p.m.. the Celebration Band will
perforni a worship concert of
approximately 15 songs from
the band's repertoire. The members of Murray First Christian
Church welcome the community
to join them in this event.
Everyone is encouraged to bring
a lawn chair or a blanket and
enjoy a night of music and felFirst Christian Church (FCC) lowship. For niore information.
753_1824
in Murray will host Praise in the call the FCC office at

Special to the Ledger
The Lynn Grove United
Methodist Church will have its
Fall Festival on Sunday. Oct. 17.
beginning at I I a.m. at the
Rogers Shelton Farm. 1254
Rayburn Rd., Lynn Grove.
There will be food, games.
crafts. hay rides. face painting
and an obstacle course.

"Our congregation is one that
has a heart for children. That's
why this event is so important to
us. The people of Lynn Grove
United Meth(xlist do a wonderful job of nurturing children in
the faith." says the Rev. April
Arnold.
For directions or transportation. call (270) 793-0459

FCC will host
Praise in the
Park

join Us In Welcoming

Lynn Houston
CITIZENSHIP
QUOTATIONS
• What the statesman is most anxious
to produce is a certain moral character
in his fellow citizens,
namely a disposition
to virtue and the performance of virtuous
actions.
-- Aristotle
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KYSER LOUGH Ledger 1
Above, Rand Paul shows a giant plane ticket made
out to "Barack Obama" durir,g part of his speech
where he offered to
the president a plane ticket to Kentucky so he could
campaign for Paul's opponent. Democrat Jack Conwa
y. Below, U S.
Mitch McConnell. center. and Corey McBee, candid
ate for Ky. Rep., District 5, rignt, sp-eak with
MSU students and other g
ered attendees after the conclusion of the rally.
McConnell gave his support to Paul and said he
was upbeat about the upc
ing mid-term elections. Also joining Paul on the
stop were state Senate president David Willia
ms and U.S. Rep. Ed Whit
and state. Sen. Ken Winters.

Judge: Ky. Case shows execution system unreliablo
By BRETT BARROUQUERE rying out a death sentence
. The 6th
Associated Press Write!
Circuit's decision on Thursday does
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API -- not affect the injuncti
on, which
Misdeeds and mistakes in a remains in place.
Kentucky death penalty case show
Since the injunction, Kentucky's
the legal system is unreliable for supply of sodium thiopent
al. a key
deciding if an inmate should he exe- drug used in a lethal
injection, has
cuted. a federal appeals coun judge expired and state
officials do not
said 'Thursday.
expect to receive more until early in
Judge Boyce F. Martin Jr., of the 2011. leaving the state
unable to
U.S. 6th Circuit Court of Appeals in carry out executio
n until then.
Cincinnati, said multiple problems
Allison Martin, a spokeswoman
in the case of 53-year-old Gregory for the Kentuck
y Attorney
L. Wilson led to a defense that was General's office, declined
comment
a "charade," a "kangaroo court" and because of pending
litigation in
created "a risk of bias" against Wilson's case.
Wilson.
Kenton County Conunonvvealth's
"Until we ret.orm this broken sys- Attorney Rob Sanders
said: "It's a
tem. we cannot rely on it to deter- dissenting opinion
for a reason...
mine life and death,- wrote Martin,
Wilson's attorney. Dan Goyette.
who was confimed to the bench in said a "fair and
frank analysis" of
1979.
Wilson's case has been a long time
Mu:tin's comments came in a dis- coming.
sent from a decision by the appel"Every single fact, circumstance.
late court not to reconsider a case observation and
legal conclusion set
Wilson filed challenging the prac- forth in Judge
Martin's opinion is
tice of giving a sedative to an bome out by
the record, and he
inmate before execution.
should be commended for the intelWilson had been scheduled to die lectual honesty and
judicial integrihy lethal injection on Sept. 16 for ty he displayed
in writing his singuthe 1987 kidnapping. rape and mur- lar dissent." Goyette
said.
der of 36-y:ear-old Debbie Pooley in
Wilson and a co-defendant,
northem Kentucky. A state judge in Brenda Humphre
y, seized Pooley as
Kentucky halted all executions in she returned home
from visiting a
September. expressing concerns ffiend. As Humphr
ey drove, Wilson
about how the state method of car- raped Pooley
in the back of the car
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cution for a 1979 murder and rc
bery in Louisville, Martin noted t!
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before robbing and killing her.
Pooley remained missing for more
than two weeks before searchers
found her 1)ocly in a rural field in
Indiana.
The judge in Wilson's case, thenKenton County Circuit Judge Ray
Cape posted a notice on the door:
"PLEASE HELP. DESPERATE.
THIS CASE CANNOT BE CONTINUED AGAIN" in an effort to
recruit attorneys. Two men volunteered to take the case, one of whom
ran his law practice out of a nearby
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Paul...

raise the cost of insurance and
care and would raise the
deductible on Medicare. He said
From Front
that while his opponent,
pointing out that he hasn't visited Kentucky since becoming Kentucky Attorney General
president. He said "cap-and- Jack Conway, has accused him
trade" energy legislation would of wanting to cut Medicare,
be very bad for the state's coal "Obamacare" had already' manindustry and would double the dated cuts.
cost of electricity.
Paul said he didn't believe in
Paul said the Democrats in attackin
g the rich and the "poliCongress think with "their
tics of envy." but instead wanted
hearts instead of their heads."
leading them to try to solve young people to aspire to be
problems without considering wealthy.
"Let's be optimistic about the
how much it will cost. He said
the health care legislation future," he said toward the end
passed earlier this year would of his speech.

III Buses...
From Front
to a rising debt owed in the cafeterias and is meant to encourage
debts to be paid off.
Local businessman Frank
Hinton has donated security
KYSER LOUGH Ledger & TFrnes cameras and recording equipart of his speech where he offered to buy ment to be used in the Calloway
Democrat Jack Conway. Elelow, U S. Sen. County High School parking lot
speak with MSU students and other gath- and Bobbie Kent has donated
and said he was upbeat about the upcom- computer to East Calloway
ievid Williams and U.S. Rep. Ea Whitfield Elementary School. The board
reviewed and approved both
donations.
Fred Ashby, director of pupil
personnel, presented attendance
reports to the board for month
two in the district. He said attendance was at 96.58 percent, up
approximately 1.3 percent from
last year. Enrollment is slightly

III Fire chief...
From Front

ystem unreliable

fling her.
; for more
searchers
al field in

bar and neither having expenence in
death penalty trials. Wilson also
handled some of his own defense.

In a 2005 opinion involving Brian
:ase, then- Keith Moore, who is awaiting exeudge Ray cution for a 1979 murder and robthe door: bery in Louisville, Martin noted
that
PER ATE. defendan
ts with "decent lawyers"
3E CONoften avoid the execution chamber.
effort to
volun- while those with a poor defense
of whom team wind up fighting for their
a nearby lives.
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492010 Nissan Armada

times a year. He said he loved
the area and had talked with his
wife about the possibility of
retiring here one day, so when
his family told him that the
chief's job had opened up, he
quickly. decided to apply.
In other business:
• The council voted to set the
hours for trick-or-treating from
5-8 p.m. on Saturday. Oct. 30.
because Halloween falls on a
Sunday this year.
• The council voted to accept
the lowest bid of $80.702 for a
side-load sanitation truck.
Sanitation Superintendent Don
Rogers said the budgeted
amount had been $80,800.
• The council voted to use
$36,589.98 left over from a
2008 grant for the police department to purchase nine computers for cruisers. Police Chief
Jeff Liles said they had to spend
the remaining funds by the end
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of the year.
• The council voted to purchase 10 water customers from
the Almo Dexter district for
$5,44.i. Public Works Director
J.L. Barnett said the city would
recoup the money in approximately 2 1/2 years.
• The council approved the
first reading of an ordinance to
remove residency requirements
for city firefighters. An ordinance had originally been
adopted in 2002, but a typographical error made it necessary to vote on a corrected version. said Human Resources
Director Cathy Morris.
• The council approved the
second reading of an ordinance
to spend $11,000 to repair a lift
arm on a sanitation truck.
• The council listened to a
report Roy Riley from Peel &
Holland updating them on
workers compensation insurance and another report from
Todd Contri from Benefit
Planners on supplemental insurance.

Let me show you how good a vacuumed
yard can look!
• Vacuuming
• Movving

Chevy Impala
S4 500 Reba!C
[S4 000 IYISRP

down across the district. Ashby
handed out information to the
tvoard members regarding nonresident agreements and highlighted various aspects of the
document. It broke enrollment
down in a comparison of in- and
out-of-district students as a
whole and by grade and also
included a comparison with a
"sister school." Ashby also
pointed board members to a
page that contained updates on
the non-resident agreement with
the Murray Independent School
District.
Randy McCallon, assistant
superintendent. presented test
score results to the board and
said he was excited and proud
for the district. McCallon said
there were no surprises in his
report, as the scores had been
publicly available since late
September.
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Freshman Brandon Knight walks past a wall of national
championship banners as he enters the team's practice
facility for media day in Lexington Thursday. With five
first-round NBA picks gone fom last year's team. much is
expected from this year's newcomers.

Wildcat
freshmen not
starstruck by
predecessors
KEN'TUCKY
N1UST REP1,ACE
TOP FOliR
SCORERS
By WILL GRAVES
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)
watched
Brandon
Knight
Kentucky. play whenever he
v•ould last year.
He niarveled at the playmakmg of John Wall. thr ferocity of
DeMarcus Cousins and the
blazing speed of Eric Bledsoe.
They helped put Kentucky back
on the basketball map, winning
35 games and the SEC title.
I impressed'? Of course.
Worned about trying to one-up
last year's group of freshmen'?
Not exactly.
"You know what last year's
team did, they were a gooi
team," Knight said. "We're not
really focusing on the past seasons. We're focusing on the
now."
So is John Calipari.
This year the coach will
have to rely heavily on another
hotshot recruiting class --- led
by Knight, (he nation's topranked prep point guard year
ago — if the Wildcats are to
make another deep run in the
NCAA tournamcnt.
While Calipari allow
parisons between the two
es are inevitable. he ha% a niessage for those spend too much
time debating the inerits of one
group over another: Don't both•See KENTUCKY,2B

2010-11 Kentucky hileres
Basketball Schedule
(Ali iirrws P.M.)
TIME
DATE OPPONENT
11-1
TBA
PKEVILLE (EXH.)
TEA
DILLARD (EXH.)
11-5
11-12 EAST TENN. STATE TBA
10:30
11-19 vs. Portlanci
5:30
11-22 vs. Oklahoma
t 1 -23 vs Virgonta,WashongtonTBA
ti-24 vs TBA at Maui inv TEA
T6A
11-30 BOSTON
12-4
12:30
at Nonh Carotina
9.30
vs Notte Dame
12-8
5:15
12-11 INDIANA
TBA
12-18 MISS. VALLEY ST
TBA.
12-22 WINTHROP
TBA
12-28 COPPIN STATE
12:00
12-31 at Louisvoite
7:00
1-3
PENN
4:00
at Georgia
1-8
7:00
1-11
AUBURN
4.00
1-15
LSU
9:00
st Alabama
1-18
6:00
at South Carolina
1-22
4:00
GEORGIA
1-29
7:00
at Ole Moss
2-1
9'00
at Florida
2-5
9:00
TENNESSEE
2-8
1:00
at Vanderbat
2- 2
MISSISSIPPI STATE 7:00
2-15
SOUTH CAROLINA 4:00
2-19
8.00
at Arkansas
2-23
4.00
FLORIDA
2-26
9:00
VANDERBILT
3-1
12:00
at Tennessee
3-6
3-10/13 SEC Totornament (Atlanta)
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Ready
to iintrid

Along with teams across
the nation, Murray State
begins practice today.
Look for coverage in
Saturday's Ledger &
Times.

HUDSON'S
FOUR GOALS
HELP MURRAY
OVERCOME
GRAVES,PLAY
WAY LNTO
REGIONAI,
By RICKY PAARTIN
Assistant Sports Editor
W'ith last season's Carly exit in
the 2nd District tournament still
fresh in the minds of Mickey
McCuiston and nearly ev.n. one
of his Mun-ay High play-:rs, this
year's goal entering the season
was simple ---- advance to regionals.
To do that how:ever. the Lady.
Tigers would need to go through
Graves County and a Lady Eagle
squad that took Murray out of the
tournament just a season ago by a
mark of 5-2.
Thursday night was not last
season. however. as the Lady
Tigers attacked Graves early and
often. coasting to an X-2 win.
ady ancing to this afternoon's district championship, but more
importantly, to next week's First
Region tourmuntrit.
"We've been talking about
that win tonight really all year,"
McCuiston said. "We laid an egg
last year and C had CI really
strong team .nid had the opportunity to win and didn't get it done.
That was sort of our goal. that if
we niet Graves in this year's dmMet. we weren't going to let it
happen again." .
• 'lied
Mission accomplis
Junior Megg Hudson scored *
the first goal of the night for
hturray nine minutes into the
ganie. en route to what
Mi.-Colston called, "her hest
game ot• the season."
A minute later. a handball by
Graves in the keeper's box
allowed junior Jaclin Patterson
an opportunity to nail a penalty
kick, giy ing Murray an early. 2-0
lead.
Hudson struck again dt the 20minute mark on an assist front
sophomore Alyson Mathis and, d
minute later. it was Patterson
again, this time on an assist from
sophomore Lyssie Wright. pushing the Murray lead to 4-0.

.!!rr
Junior Megg Hods
of Thursday night
Lady Tigers in the

This Wee
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Tournament lat I

alooclay
(4) Mayfield 8 (5) Cellows
Wildritisday
(I) Marshall Co 4 t4) Mayi
Thursday
(2) Murray 8 (3) Graves C
Friday
t Marshall Co vs (2) Mu

Gnives' Rachel Sr
at the eight-minute n
first, cutting the Mur
three at the half
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TITANS FOOTBALL

Sack-happy Titans
have NFL-best 22
HEA1:1'HlER.,
l'()UN(;ER
1)EFENSE MAKES
DIFFERENCE
By TERESA Pt WALKER
AP Sports Writer
NASH\ ILLE, IC1111 (AP) - rhe 'Tennessee Titans' approach
to sacking quarterbacks many
hasn't changed in about 12 years.
Just the results are much better
this season
The 'Titans lead the NF1. with
most by this fran22 sacks
chise through the hist tve games
since the 1979 season. 'They're
getting production from across
the delense too. Nine different

players have at least one sack.
It's a big improvement from
last season when the Titans had
32 sacks. They go( younger this
offseason. and defensive tackle
Jason Jones says the key is
everyone is healthy now. He had
season-ending surgery after
playing in only seven games in
2(X19, while tackle Tony Brown
played hun until missing the
final game.
"Once we get everybody
healthy. the sky's the limit for
us." Jones said Thursday. "As
long as we keep doing what we
do, I think we'll be successful."
Ttie 'Titans aren't completely
healthy. now. Top draft pick
I3errick Morgan had surgery.
•SEW TITANS,20

RICKY MARTIN ' t

Junior Lake Butterworth looks to make his tur
Marshall County defense In Thursday's district
match! with the Marshals. Buttenworth scored
Murray High goal in the 2-1 loss.
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2ND DISTRICT GIRLS TOURNAMENT:
MURRAY 8, GRAVES CO. 2
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Junior Magg Hudson head* ball Away from the Graves County-defense in the first half
of Thursday night's 2nci District semifina! match. Hudson recorded four goals for the
Lady Tigers in the 8-2 win over GraveS.

This Week
2nd District Girls
Tournament (at Murray!
Monday
;II Mayfield 8 (5, CIllowav Co 2
Wednesday
Marshal Co 4 (41 Mayteid 0
Thursday
12( Murtay 8 (3) Graves Co 2
Friday
it) Marshall Co vs (2) Murray, 4 p m

Graves' Rachel Snuth scored
the eight-minute mark ot the
first, cutting the fvturray lead to
three at the halt
di

Hudson vyanted more, howe. er, completing the hat trick at the
.30-minute mark of the second
betOre (inives notched their final
gtxd of the night on a kick by
Brittany, Herndon a minute later.
Hannah
senior
Murray
McAllister scored at the 22minute mark on an ASSIii from
W'right --- then it was Hudson.
W'ith seven minutes lett in the
game. Hudson took a hall from
freshman Natalie Adams anti
turned it into her fourth goal of
the night.

Patterson then completed a
hat trick of her own with another
penalty. kick, giving the Lady
-Tigers their final margin.
possessed
was
"Megg
tonight," McCuiston said. "I
don't know where that came
from, hut that's the kind of player she is. When she wants to tum
it on and when she stays focused
and keeps her head in the game,
she's awesome.
"She earned the team tonight,
•See LADY TIGERS 28

2ND DISTRICT BOYS TOURNAMENT:
MARSHALL CO. 2, MURRAY I

Rally nips Tigers
Two
MARSHA 1.1,
G()ALS IN FINAL
FIVE NIINUTES
ERASE MURRAI'
Al)VANTAGE
By RICKY MARIN

RICKY MARTIN L noger & TimeS
t Butterworth looks to make his turn into the
>unty defense In Thursday's district semifinal
the Marshals. Butterworth scored the only
1 goal in the 2-1 loss.

This Week
2nd District Boys
Tournament (at Murray)
Monday
(3) Murray 8 (6)Communtty Choshain 0
(5) Mayheid 2,(4) Graves Co I
Wednesday
(1) Calloway Co 6 IA) Mayfield 1
Thursday
(2) Marshall Co 2 (31 Murray 1
Friday
11 Calloway Co vs (2 Marshall Co 2
pm

the score.
Assistant Sports Editor
Amidst the Marshall County.
After two regular-season
matches that saw a combined celebrations, however, the line
one goal scored, it was Marshall judge kept his flag in the air, rulCounty. who took the third and ing that the corner went over the
final meeting Thursday night, end-line en route to Herndon's
defeating Jim Baurer anti his head, making it "banana kick,"
Murray High squad 2-1 in the thus illegal. calling off the goal.
After all Marshall momen2nd District semifinals.
After a scoreless first half. tum appeared lost entering the
Murray took the lead two min- final five niii.utes of the game, a
utes into the second on a goal by throw-in by Jeremy' Edmonds
found Sawyer York, who pmjunior Lake Butterworth.
Of play takvided the equalizer for Marshall
With d
ing place in the middle third of at the four-minute mark.
the field throughout the first
The Tigers had held the lead
half. Murray High picked up for nearly 33 minutes before
their attack early in the second, giving up the York goal. and
leading to the Butterworth after negating the throw-in well
the entire night. mostly on the
strike.
Murray held their lead until part of sophomore keeper Adam
the the 15-minute mark. when Melton, the Tigers found themMarshall struck on a corner kick
•See TIGERS. 2B
that found Brock Herndon for
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•Titans

‘1 CS: l'AISKELS VS. RANGERS

From Page 1B

Sabathia hopes he's not
'too strong' for Game 1

Wednesday to lepair his torn left
ACL.
But Morgan is a big pan of
Tennessee's oft season youth
movement. They let end Kyle
Vanden Bosch leave for Detroit
in the opening hours of tree
agency after having 38 1/2 sacks
in five seasons with Tennessee.
End Jevon Kearse, who lost his
starting job last October. was just
allowed to leave.
So far, the Titans look like
they added the nght players during the offseason since the:,
haven't had this many sacks
through five games since 1979
when the then-Houston Oilers
had 23. Of the 22 sacks. 10 come
from players added this offseason when coach kff Fisher Said
they put an emphasis on fixing
their pass rush.
They signed end Jason Babin.
the No. 27 pick overall in 2004,
to a one-year deal, and he leads
the team with 5 1/2 after getting
two more in last week's 34-27
win at Dallas. Linebacker Will
Witherspoon, signed to a threeyear deal, has three himself.
Morgan had I 1/2 before tearing
his ACL on Oct. 3.
End Dave Ball, who replaced
Vanden Bosch as a starter.
already' has tied his career-high
with 4 1/2 sacks. He said the
Titans are taking advantage of
rotating. eight linemen who all
pass rush well. He says that
niakes preparing tor an opponent
tougher for the offensive tackles.
it's going to be challenging
to kind of practice each week
and to get one guy down, let
alone two," Ball said. "We're
able to do different things, and
we're able to get pressure with
matchups. We get after guys. We
try to take advantage of both our
conditioning, how aggressive we
ale and the fact we have two
guys going against one."
Fisher cautions the sacks
might not come easily Monday
night against the Jaguars 13-2).
"You're only as good as your
next game. You have to continue
to get pressure. This group is
going to be a big challenge for us
because they max protect. they
get nd of the ball, they have a
mobile quarterback anti a dangerous back out of the backfield
in the screen and draw game,"
Fisher said.
Babin was the biggest offseason find. He signed for one year
at $1 million. thinking the way
Tennessee chases quarterbacks
tit him best after being used as
an outside linebacker in
Houston.
"He's just been really good
tOr us," defensive line assistant
coach Jim Washburn said. "We
like him. He just plays hard. He's
talented. and he plays hard. lust
a good fit. There's guys all over
the NFL that would be good here
that might not be as good other
places. ... We look for certain
types of players, and Jason
Babin's one of them. That was a
really good get for us."
Jaguars coach Jack Del Rio
credits Washburn for doing a
great job.
"He's always seems to be able
to churn out defensive lines that
harass the quarterback and play
with great technique. I know' he's
one of the better teachers at that
position in the league." De! Rio
said.
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By NOME ARON

John.Williarns

AP Sports Writer
ARLINGTON. Texas (API
-- CC Sabathia is ready. Just not
too ready. he hopes.

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we cah!
.. 211 S. 12th St.,Murray, KY • 753-3415
,

Wale Auto
tnsuranre

ADI
Adverfisers

SCOREBOARD

the first os,
KHSAA Sports
Football
Today
Murray at Caldwell Co , 7 30 p m
Fulton Co at Ballard Memorial 7 30
pm
Fulton City at Crittenden Co . 7 30 p m
Owensboro Apollo at Graves Co 7 30
pm
Trigg Co at Heath, 7 30 p rn
Hopkins Co Central at Lone Oak, 7 30
pm
Henderson Co ai Marsha Co , 7 p m
McLean Co al Paducah Tilghman, 7 30
Pm
South Fulton (Tenn ) at Reidland 7 30
p

When Sabathia starts the AL
championship series opener
Friday night against Texas, it
will be his first outing in nine
days. The New York Yankees
ace went eight days between
starts last time around and faced
the oddity of being "a little too
strong."
That was in Game 1 of the
division series. and Sabathia
gave up five hits and walked
in six innings against
Minnesota. He also gave up four
runs. three earned, but the
Yankees won anyway to get
rolling toward a sweep — and,
thus, the good news/bad news of
a long wait between series.
Sabathia took a different
approach this time, throwing
two bullpen sessions instead of
one. He also threw on flat
ground twice, plus a third stint
Thursday at Rangers Ballpark.
"The toughest thing is making sure that my mechanics stay
good and I'm standing tall and
throwing downhill," he said.
Standing tall is what Sabathia
does hest, and it goes beyond his
size.
'The left-hander was the MVP
of last year's ALCS, giving up
just two runs in 16 innings

I.e
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2010 Postaeason Baseball Glance
Ai! Times COT
LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES
American League
Friday. Oct. 15
New Yolk iSabathia 21-71 at Texas
;Wilson 15-8i 7 07 p m

Saturday, Oct. 16
New YOrk (Penne 11-3 or Hughes, 18-8)
al Texas (Lewis 12-13), 3 07 p m
Monday, Oct. la
Texas (Lee 12-9) at New York (Hughes
18_8
Pettine 11-3), 7 07 p m

Tuesday, Oct. 19
MARK HUMPHREY

AP

New York Yankees starting pitcher CC Sabathia warms up
during practice for 'Thursday in Arlington, Texas.
against the Los Angeles Angels.
Ile is 4-1 in his postscason
career with thc Yankees.
Then there's his success
against the Texas Rangers.
Sabathia is 8-3 with a 4.29
ERA in 14 career starts against
them. He faced them only once

this season and won, albeit back
on April 16.
The most intimidating stat is
the .218 career average Texas'
likely starters have against him.
It would sink to .187 if Jorge
Cantu I for 20) starts at first
base.

•Kentucky
the NCAA determines his ama- hadn't really been done. doesn't
From Page 1B
er, last year's group is going to teur status. Kanter spent time mean we can't do it, even if we
with a club team in Turkey in do it another way."
win every time.
It will take more finesse and
"Anybody compared to that 2008-09 and the NCAA is
group of kids, you're going to reviewing whether he received flawless execution than raw
be on the short end," Calipari more than the minimum bene- ability. Calipari says this year's
team won't be nearly as deep
said during the team's media fits.
There is no timetable for and will rely' more on determiday on Thursday.
Wall and Cousins led a pack whcn a decision will be reit nation than domination.
The.. margin for error is
of five Wildcats who were dered, and Kanter will almost
selected in the first round of the certainly not participate in "Big %miller. The SEC should be
NBA draft in June. Calipari Blue Madness" on Friday night. better. Though he's pledged to
Calipari declined to com- "undersell and over deliver" he
called it a "once in a lifetiffe"
ment on Kanter's situation knows it won't work.
deal.
"No high expectations," he
"'This is a totally different 'Thursday, though his players
know they'd bc better off if said. stifling a laugh."This year
team." he said.
One that Calipari expects to Kanter is allowed to suit up this I really mean it."
He was kidding. He knows
find the going a little rough in year.
Knight believes the team can the expectations are the same at
the fall. Kentucky ripped off 19
straight wins and shot to the have a good season if Kanter Kentucky no matter who is on
No. I ranking last year. He doesn't play, but his presence the roster. It's why 22,000-plus
will fill Rupp Arena on Friday
doesn't think that bagel in the "would make things easier."
"He's a bully down in the night.
loss column will last that long
Last fall, Calipari turned
paint," Knight said.
this time around.
One that may never don a "Big Blue Madness" into equal
"This is one of those teams
that look at. needs to get beat Kentucky jersey, even though parts of glorified practice and
Calipari has no doubt Kanter is rock concert. Rapper Drake
up a little bit early," he said.
There will be plenty of still an amateur. If Kanter can't showed up. Wall debuted his
opportunities. Kentucky will play, Jones and junior college now infamous dance. The enerplay in the Maui Invitational in transfer Eloy Vargas will be gy that had sagged during the
along
w ith called upon to provide the grit turbulent Billy Gillispie era
November
anti Calipari said the Wildcats had came back with a tlourish.
Oklahoma.
Virginia
Knight has no plans to dance
Washington. Games against in ample supply a ycar ago.
The lengthy' 6-8 Jones came on Friday. He says he didn't
North Carolina, Notre Dame
and Indiana loom in December. to Kentucky' because of even dance at his prom. He'll
It's a daunting task for a Calipari's talent for tuming tal- save the showmanship for
team trying to replace its top ented high school players into someone else. This group of
four scorers. Enter Knight. for- NBA draft picks. Are there four Wildcats might not be as flashy
ward Terrence Jones and guards first-rounders atnong this year's the ones that ran roughshod
Doron Lamb, Stacey Poole and group? Maybe. maybe not. He's over the SEC a year ago. That
not really concemed about it. If doesn't mean they can't win.
larrod Poison.
"I know banners don't get
Along with — the Wildcats the Wildcats win. opportunities
hung up unless they're national
will come.
hope — center Enes Kanter.
"We're just going to play our championship banners," he
The 6-foot-1 I big man has
been prohibited from partici- way," he said. "Just because said. "I just plan to work hard
pating in team activities until they did what they ditl last year and things will fall into place."

Texas (Hunter 13-41 al New York
(Burnett 10-15). 7 07 p m

Wednesday, Oct. 20
neces
Texas at New York 307 p m
sane

error Murra

responsible

Friday, Oct. 22
New York al Texas, 7 07 p m
sary

it neces

insertion Ai

pa Immedn

Saturday. Oct. 23
New York
sary

at Texas

7 0: p rn

neces

he made

National League
Saturday, Oct. 16
San Francisco iLincecum.16-101 at
Philadelphia (Halladay 21-10) 6 57
pm
Sundey. Ocl. 17
San Francisco (Sanchez 13-9) at
Philadelphia (Oswalt 13.13), 7 19 p

Tuesday, Oct. 19
Philadelphia Mantels 12-11) at San
Francisco (Cain 13-11) 3 19 p in
Wednesday. Oct. 20
Philadelphia at San Francisco, 6 57
pm
Thuraday, Oct. 21
Philadelphia at San Francisco, 6 57
p m , necessary

Saturday, Oct. 23
San Francisco at Philadelphia 2
p m or 6 57 p m . necessary

Sunday, Oct. 24
San Francisco at Philadelphia 6 57
necessary
pm

•Lady Tigers
From Page 1B
and that's perfect timing, that's
what a captain is supposed to

do."
Even though the Lady Tigers
have now punched their ticket to
regionals, they still have a date
with Marshall County this afternoon to take care of unfinished
business in the 2nd District.
The Lady Marshals took
down Mayfield 4-0 in their semifinal niatch on Wednesday. and
the defending champions have
beaten Murray twice this season.
For McCuiston and his team,
however, the big game was
Thursday night.
With 'Graves
knocking
Murray out of the district tournament two of the last three years
cntenng this season. McCuiston
said his squad knew what they
had to do to win. and executed.
"We were focused all week,"
he said. "We've been practicing
since Heath, working on some
stuff. getting ready for some different scenarios and the girls executed really well. I am really
proud of them.
"I have to admit, as a coach I

was a little nervous just because I
had that monkey on my back, but
they did a great Joh. I'm ver
happy for them.Now, guaranteed anothei

game regardless of this alto
noon's results. the Lady Tiger,
will have a quick turnaround a,
they prepare for a Marshall sqaud
just 19 'hours after perhaps then
biggest game of the season to this
point.
"We focused so much on
Graves that we really haven't
talked too much about Marshall."
McCuiston said. "Thcy are d
good team, I think we can r1.1%
with them. but I'm really looi.
forward to playing them in
regionals. that's thc big one. that,
the one that counts."
Marshall may be without the
services of senior Margaret
Thomas for the district championship this afternoon.
Thomas, who is nursing an
MCI. sprain and a bone bruise
she suffered in a regular-season
match with Murray, is the Lady
Marshals' leading scorer and the
region's most dangenais scoring
threat.

•Tigers
From Page 1B
selves shifting out of a defensive approach and looking to
find the go-ahead goal.
Three minutes later, on the
game's deciding play, it was
Edmonds again on a throw-in,
this time connecting with
Hemdon for the game-winner.
All three Marshall goals
against Murray this year were a
result of Marshall's long throwins by Edmonds, and as fate
would have it. it was the play
that ended Murray's season.
"It was a tough loss," Baurer
said. "We got them down 1-0
and played that way for a long
time. 1 think the only real attack
they have against us that is
effective is that long throw-in,

Alcohol will alwayi lealrfia
you 6ehin?.
Slay ahea? 6y stayin8
So6est
Parents. talk to your kids about the
dangers of underage drinking.
For tips and resources visit
www.ccasap.com

and that's how, they got their two
iso
cn
oirg
eh
sta
.fid that's what got us
Midfielder Darius Naha\ i.
who battled a back injury for .t
majority of the season. left midway through the first half, hob
bled svith an ankle injury.
The senior, who hopped oft
the field without bearing weight
on the bad ankle, sat out the end
of the first and beginning of the
second half,'but with the assistance of a heavy tape job. found
his way back into the game.
"It hurt us with Darius going
down so early in the match."
Baurer said. "He had that high
ankle sprain and he tried to
come back, but he was pretty
limited by that."
Baurer, who was also without
senior Steven Arnold and junior
Johnny Thiede said the depth of
his underclassmen was a big
advantage in making sure the)
were able to stay with Marshall
County, depsite the injuries.
"We have played a lot of kid,
all year," Banter said. "The)
have all done the job, anti the)
all did the job tonight.
"The only thing it does when
you're banged up, is it messes
with your rotation a bit. and
sometimes kids have to play in a
position that they' aren't as comfortable in. But I don't have an)
complaints atfout the way any ot
them played that stepped on the
field tonight."
Murray High will lose ninc
seniors entenng next season, but
Murray has grown accustomed
to losing hig senior classes, losing 15 prior to the start of this
sre
uanso
nenr_uoplIsql:satd.year's regional
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"We have a lot ofjuniors, and
that will pay dividends in the
future," Baurer said. "It doesn t
help this year's seniors any, bu
it will be beneficial in th
future. I thought those youn
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for Substance Abuse Prevention
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FRESH
COUNTRY
SAUSAGE
Saturday Mornirg
Downtown Market
Stubblefield Farm

lArANTED
YOUR
imam POR
P A
Paid tor by
Itlichael D. Conley

PI SSN l't XIPKIS.

.
753.61 12 r; 243_4132X

PUMPKINS
-Jack-0-i_antern
•Cirictreria
*Small Sugar IP,et
*Miniature ioArtlite
Wright Fanns
2241 Jones
Spark:nap Rd
(270)753-603S5
(270)227-M9

FOUND, Male. orange,
cat wearing green and
white collar. near Coles
Campground Rd. Call
270-75343822 for more
information
LOST on or around
May 5. 2010. Picture of
a woman in a Red
Dress playing piano.
Afghan, orange with
yellow
buds.
rose
Family heirlooms with
sentimental
value.
Reward if Found', 707565-8594
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$3.3S per column inch estra for 11onda i Shopping Guide)
1 Irs,a All,.
58.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words S.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: S.12 per word per day.
. ,., hir 'smart ',aver'Mon Classthed,gii into 5mart'
,aver,
Ter, niinrisher maintains the right

tn reject or edit any submitted ,,,,IIP•
h I.1'.I. \I l .1:51' l I 1\ II 1. \ITLAIi ‘_ .. N
ILLL IN Lii--dui Ai zys...) j• IRA taiAis, 1

-.\,_ i

Fn. 10 arn
Fn. 10 IA
lasn. 10 Lm.
Mon. 12 p.m.
Wed. 10 am.
Thur. 101.m.
Thur. 12 p.m.

Monday
Smart Saw
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Satarday

58 SO Column Inch, 60'. Discount 2nd Run,
40 . Discount 1rd Run

1 , 11..

LOST Gold link chain
bracelet at MSU homeLoming 753-0503

DISCIAIMF:R
When accessing the
help *mice section
on our ,lassitiCils
wrhpage at
murrav ledger com.
N011 Kill he iedirected
to iohnemerk kOfil
By default.
Murray and local job
listings %ill appear on
this website
I lowever. as 1 national
.ebsite. not all listings
on the Jobnetwork con!
.ar placed thiough
the Muirav Ledge!
& Times Please call
us it you have anv
gut-snorts regarding
the Murray area
Joh listings Thank you
APARTMENT Complex
has an opening for a
Full-time Maintenance
person. Refurbishing
apartments. all type of
mainte.nance work on
the apartments. E-mail
resume to P.O. Box
1040-1, Murray.
DOMINOS pizza ol
Murray is now hiring
full-time delivery drivers to work closing
shift. Dnvers must have
a good driving record.
dependable tiansportation. and insurance
We also taking applications for assistant manager that can work any
shift Apply in person
No phone calls please.
NEW OWNERS
HOME-COOKING
Restaurant
seeking
experienced. reliable,
fast pace workers.
dishwashers,
grill
waiters.
cooks. and
Day-Shift. Apply at
Rudy's Fiestaurant
LOCAL company has
immediate opening for
window cleaning and
power washing technician. Must have clean
driving record, pass
drug test, love working
outdoors. and take
pride in your work.
Starts at $9/hr. Mail
resume PO Box 1521,
Murray Fax 270-7537264.
PAINTERS Needed.
E xperienced
Dependable 270-226,0505

COMMUNITY ()peon,.
In, national non-profit
dedicated to CIllpou k
.
'duals
mental disabilities ,
seeking
rentlk
tommunib, Support Stall
in Benton. kV FT &
opportunities mai! '
Responsibilities
lis
assisting vi
skills & the development
of. independent communiis !using. adnitnistering
medication and complet,•
the appropriate diximien
and accompanying
Ind',[dual to & Iron,
appointments at:111111es
!I S diploma (tFD.
%Mid 13nYet., I cnse
a good dm mg record and
a clean hackgrtnind Pi a
must, 13)1- Please submit
io
tesunie
tsmor
Carla Spillt
270-,
106g or fay to
.72'0

PECO
Accepting
resumes
"
All sales careerS
& other posttions
Send to
PO Box 361
'Murray KY
';"

Christian Childcare
Center now enrolling
years
1 5
ages
Located at 810 Whitnell
by Neon Beach Fulltime rate is $110,Wk
is
rate
Part-time
$231day with a 2 day
270-767minimum
1177

KY Registered Child
Care Provider has
FT.ILL OR PART tome openings tor children
housekeeping Murray ages 6 months to 5
Reasonable
Plaza Lodge Appty
years
person after 7:00PM. Rates, Call 270-293°374
No phons calls.

Britthaven of Benton is currently accepting
applications for the following position.
RN afternoon shift Monday - Friday.
We offer competitive wages and an excellent benefit package. Must be licensed in
the State of Kentucky
Apply In person at BrItthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton, KY
42025 EOE/AAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

Ls1

Oria

Bntthaven of Benton is currently
accepting applications for a full-time
afternoon LPN position We also offer an
excellent benefit package Must be licensed
in the Slate of Kentucky.
Apply in person at Brethaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S
Benton. KY 42025
EOEAAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

ADVERTISING SALES
The Murray Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for the position ot
Ad.ert i sin g
Sales
Re prese n
e.
Responsibilities for this position include set.icing established accounh.. developing Akertising plans and de.eloping new accounts in
Murray and surrounding areas. You must enjoy
vi(Acing with the public and be self-moti.ated
Pnor sales expenence is required. Degree
Advertising. Marketing. or Public Relations
preferred. hut not required. Salary will t..•
based on education and sales experience.
Paid holiday's and .acation. health and dental
plans. salary plus conunission. are all part ot
an excellent benefit package.

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray. KV 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer

U RRAY
STATE UNIVERSITY
Full-time lob vacancy at Murray campus:
Grounds Truck Driver - $7.52/hr
Apply online & view additional details at:
www.murraystatelobs_com
Womenimmonties encouraged to apply
An EEO. M.F-D AA employer.

INFORMATION SYSTEMS
APPLICATION ANALYST
Henry County Medical Center is seeking an
Application Analyst for our information Systems
Department. Position will assume lead role in
installation & testing of new long term care IS
system. Also responsible for ongoing support of
ana financial applications Interested
candidates must have 1 to 2 years application
expenence and has worked as part of a team
that has installed a new IS system . Technical
or Associates degree and long term care IS
application experience preferred.
We provide an excellent benefit and salary
package. including Health, Vision. Dental. and
Retirement. Interested candidates may apply tx
sending a resurne, complete application on-hr-.
or apply in person.
Henry County Medical Center
ATTN: Human Resources
PO. Box 1030. Pans. TN 38242
731-644-8472
WIYW.f1CMC-fn.Org
Cowen tthcmc-tn.org

Super Cieaning
Do you need your
house cleaned top to
bottom? Give
me a call 731-3363891

I Licerhses Lotinventoy
Building & Fixtures
for S300k
270-534-1241

e ,in
‘eed t"
Cell us we win be
Wad to help.
Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916

MDM COMPUTERS
Service,Sales
tzlepmrs licorades
759 3556

Lavin Gordon
48in cut Snapper ZTR
mower
Vanguard
Commercial
Power.
Briggs & Stratton 21hp
239/hours
$3.000.
270-753-1441

Articios
For Salo

CAT D4E Dozer, good
condition,
excellen
farm dozer. Call 270
625-8290
John Deere Tractor
Mod 790. 27 H.P. 4WD
with creeper gear. less
than 160 hrs. Call 270474-2759
for
ask
Glinda

CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS has great barcams. Heart of Hazel
and
Trend NT ensures. Free gifts
for kids. Buy and
appraise coins. 27°753-4161

JOHN Deere 316. double bagger mower.
good condition. runs
great, with all owners
manuals
270-293,063

FIREWOOD delivered
Call for prices 293
1357 or 270-559-1424
GOOD Seasoned Fire
Wood For-Sale 27°227-2162

KELLEY'
MUSIC
LESSONS
Guitar Piano.
Drums & more.
Laarn Any Song
U Want!!!
Play By Earl!!

FtICH top sod, red gravel for sale 210-3781
oi •

753-9075
4270)227-2193
WASHER &
dryer
(stackable and regular)
Case tractor(801 B).
real estate lots. Will
consider trades 7534109. 227-1546
WOOD Stove. nearly
new. used 1,2 season.
18ft. double walled
chimney. floor guard.
Over $1.000 new. sell
all for 5600 270-7532804
Appliances

s?
(270)753-1713
160
Home furnishings

BEAUTIFUL
solid
wood office desk. (2
metal office desk filing
cabinets, water cooler.
refrigerator.
microwave and i21
,oveseats 753-9038
CHASE Lounger Love
Seat 8 Couch microfiber $500 270-227
2684

Full -Blooded
Chocolate
Lab
Puppies. $100. 27°978-7672
T-Cup
Female
Poodles. Registered.
$425, 270-519-4472

Free

1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

227-3998

J&L RENTALS
NIINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
rinser
121 s & (dem:tele
10X10 $25 10s15 140
12701 436-2524
'270)29349416

Apartments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BR. price reduced.
various
locations.
Coleman RE 753
9898.
2BR duplex. No pets.
753-0259

Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger 8
Times

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate controt
storage
•Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
*We sell boxes,
eAde rent U-Hauls
753-9600

2BR. 2 full bath duplex.
all appliances & washer & dryer. cable 8
water
furnished
$600/month, no pets
753-2225 or 759-1509after 5.00
2BR. CIKA. all act •
ances. large
bedroom. deck, &
maintenance. Colemar
RE 270-753-9898
I
4BR. CI-IJA. all 1.
kt_
Coleman
ances
753-9898

First Come
First Serve

Please
No Phone Calls

oN BEA?
MIEN I 1--

ps-r.ceR Afaik
i iilimo
mill 1 i
All Size Units • Climate Con
I
24.7 Surveillance • Electricity

812 WhItnell Ave.

753-3/353

1st Full Mo Rent Free
Calloway I:arden
Essex Do,,
Apartment,
i 605 Diuguid Drive

NEW 10x14 home
addition used for entry
way, bedroom or office.
insulated.
wired.
sheetrock. vinyl siding,
metal roof. $3,500 obo
270-978-0984.

DIRT
DADDY'S
4
'
;'tat TOP SOIL

SuPOWI
DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858.

KEY MINI
WA REHOIJSES

1NANT TO RENT
3B.R 2BA
Within city limit,
Waling to pay ii;
to S1,000ano rent
Mattress
&
Box
Springs, Queen. $75
Spring Creek Oaks.
270-759-1839

Office Space For Rnnt
Commercial Properly
1617 HWY 121 North
on by-pass beside A
Cut Above Call 270
293-0670

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E.
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m M-F

Want To Rent

WANT
TO
BUY
Calloway County High
School Year Book
1970
Phone 270-227-3333

GIRLS Trundle Bed,
Desk. & Dresser $200
Dorm Refrigerator, like
new $50. Ice Cream
table with Chairs $30
Coffee Table & End
Table $30. Call 27°293-7493

Tuesday & Friday 9-4
Wed. 12-8•TDD 711
NICE 2 bedroorn no
pets 753-9866

Seeking Kubota L175
270-227-9043

605 E South 12th

StAthng

v•-?-4

Comm:mai Prop For 137:r18

A&F Warehousing
ir MSU $20-50
'53-7668

Call (270)437-4113

Buying & Selkog
old U.S Coins.
Collections &
Currency Silver
dollars. halves.
quarters, dimes.
gold coins, proof
sets & mints sets
Randy Brandon
293-6999

SeARD-111.KINS

Histonc 1°citron

No credit check. Criminal check. z
residency required, Zero drug. pi;!

GOOD used air conditioner. stove. refrigerator. electric & gas
i;eater. storm windows
753-4109
Interested in buying
space in the mauat
L.oleum
Murray
Memorial
Gardens.
270-307-2104 with
,nformation.

LARGE
SKLECTION
USED AIPPUIANCES

RETIRED MILITARY
SPOUSE
SEEKING
HOUSES.OFFICES
TO CLEAN 270-227
4502

now taking applications
for 1, 2 & 3 bedroom

CASH paid for
good. used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th.
Murray

VISA

3BR. carport. fenced
backyard
storage
shade. sunroom. no
pets. $635/mo 27°293-6070

Hilldale Apartments

Wont toBuy
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633

Oct. 23
idt.iphia 2 57
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Real Estate
Lake Propene,
Lola FOf Sae.
Lols For Rent
Forms roe Sale
Acreage
F Of Sale
Motorcycles 11 Al V s
Auto Parts
Sport Utiery Vehicles
thied Cm.
wens
Used Trod.
Campers
Boats Moroni
Seivice. Catered
Free Cerumn
Tobacco Supplier.

(270)978-1961
i

Mobile Homes For Soo

•*OWNER Finance”
3BR. 2BA, beautifo
countni setting on 3 5
aci es $2.950 down
$495rmo 3380 Guthne
Rd. Pans
615-397-3171
14x64 Mobile Home, 6
lots. deep well 8 septic.
12x 18 screened porch,
big add on. 270-4362614
1996 Spiral 3BR, 2BA
Mobile Home on rental
lot Can stay or move
270-227-0423
2BR 8 Lot. $12.900
270-753-6012
Franklin IWO. excellent condition. purchased new, new ALC,
2BR. 2BA 27(1-328,
8259

I BR ai: 2BR Apt.
270-7564455e
1DD I -800-54.5-1A33
NI 283 .1)1
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice. large 1 bedroom
All appliances including
washer
&
dryer
$385:mo
270-7595885. 270-293-7085.

2BR $295 00
753-6012
2BR. newly remodeled
inside It out. appliances storage shed
Quiet. rural setting near
lake No pets 5580
includes
utilities
Security deposit and
references 227-0004

753-2905

Extremely nice cne
bedroom in Hazel We
pay the electric bill
water, trash, and furnish all appliances
including washer &
dryer Only $550,mo
You won t find a nicer
or cleaner apartment'
(270)492-821 1

SUBSCRIBE

LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus, C,,1-1,'A, W8D.
8550 water. sewage 8
trash furnished. no
pets. 293-3710 2934600

rib(

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday
Wednesday Fndav
Phone 759-4984
Eaual Housing
Opportunity
TDD al 800 648 6056

a
a
a

& 4BR Houses
Deposi
&
Lease
Requirea
270-753
4109

a
a
a
a
a
a

Mobile lames For Rem
16X80 3BR. 2BA. al
appliances furnished
Private lot. close to
school
town
and
$450,Tho plus deposit
753-7930. 293-1761

10 X 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center

?b.

111)61:11
a
a

Home Ileleser
3 mo.
$30.00
455.00

3 mos ..-

6
1 smr°

6
1

$105.00

Rest of kl7TN
3 mo
6 mo
I
Cheek

s'to.50
Svisiorl
$I 20.00

Local Mail -11

All(kber Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo.
$75.00
6 mo.
$%.00
I
$145.00

Money Order

Visa

77.;1111ri

St Addre,
3 8 4BR Houses a(
CHA a
Available
Zip
Various
Locations II State
Coleman FIE 270-753- 1 Daytime Ph
I
•
9898
Mail this CO1119111
t1,11 Mcnt
3BR. 1BA north of
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray. sitting on 1
P.O. Hos 1040
acre. garage Deposit
Murray. KY 42071
required 753-0531
(270b 723-sgse

a

$.35.00
363.00 I
$110.00

Mt(

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

CLASSIFIEDS

411 • F riday. October 15. 2010

ESTATE / GARAGE SALE
495 FURCHES TRAIL

Motorcycies ATV s

5-PARTY
YARD SALE

TAKE HWY 94W 4.5 MILES.
TURN LEFT ON FURCHES TRAIL

SATURDAY ONLY

6:30-2:00

New & 'used Appliances. Sew;ng Machine.
Antiques Cameral & Depression Glass
Lots of Home Decor Items. Clothes.
BOO,s NPyi: Puzzies, Toys Old Tools, &
Much More!
293-3956 if questions

2733 ST. RT. 121S
1 MILE FROM
KEY S CARS
SATURDAY
ALL DAY

HUGE 5-FAMILY
YARD SALE
6 ROBINS CT
ACROSS FROM
WESTSIDE
BAPTIST CHURCH
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
6 00-12 00

Ever/thing
Priced

MULTI-FAMILY YARD SALE
91 JOSEPH DRIVE
OFF CHARLIE MILLER ROAD
SATURDAY 7:00-1:00
.

Barbies. BaEbie House. Polly
Pocket's, Size 40 Men s Jeans
Furniture. & Lots Morel
-1/2 Price Atter 12.00,
••11
,

MULTI-FAMILY GARAGE SALE

To Go'

ESTATE SALE
2954 WADESBORO
ROAD SOUTH
BENTON
SATURDAY
8:00-5:00
Beds, Dresser, Law,
Equipment.
Appliances,
Furniture
Everything
Must Go!

SATURDAY

7:00-5:00
7:00-12:00

(21 Couches.(2) Love Seats, Kitchen
Table & Chairs.(2) 20- Harley Davidson
Bicycles, (2) Sets of Golf Clubs Furniture
Home Decor. Antiques. Exercise.
Equipment. Men & Women's Clothes.
Lots Of GOOD Children's Clothes

4CKI
Yard Sale

11

GARAGE SALE
641 NORTH TO
1 FLINT RD.
SATURDAY
7:00-?
Cnildren & Adult
Clothing. Books
Hunting & Fishing
ETC

400

FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-?
Furniture. Clothes
(infant - aduit), &

SATURDAY
7:00-?

size 7). women's

MARKER. 2MILES
FRONI TOVvN
SATURDAY ONLY

Some of

& More!

Everythingi

YARD SALE
SOE. RIGHT ON 732
SECOND LEFT
AFTER S/MILE
MARKER
SATURDAY
8:00-12:00
furniture. push mower
wheel barrel Barbie
doll house dolls.
books 8 Much More,
MULTI-FAMILY
YARD SALE
95 POINT DR
ALMO
THURSDAY,
FRIDAY, &
SATURDAY
q,1!

Piar,
Carrf ,
Home Decur, &
Much Morel

3-FAM1LY

ESTATE SALE
719 S. 4TH ST.
SATURDAY

HUGE INSIDE
MOVING SALE
NEW CONCORD RD
121S. 1/MILE FROM
TN STATE LINE.
TURN ON
HENDERSON RD
3RD HOUSE ON
LEFT
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
8:00-7
Wurlitzer Piano &
Much Much More'

Yarc Saie

GARAGE SALE
1305 SYCAMORE
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-?
No Early Sales
,ots of old glassware
pictures. lamps.
dorm refrigerator
computer desk TV
Christmas. dishes
office chair
cfecoratrve items

YARD SALE
323 WELLS
PURDOM DR
ALMO
SATURDAY
7:00-1:00
curniture, Clothes,
Tools, Toys. &
Much More'

YARD SALE
1507 CHAUCER
DRIVE
SATURDAY
8:00-?
Men. women, ana
children's clothing.
toys, oven.
household items.
overhead
projector. etc.

YARD SALE
CORNER OF
4th & SYCAMORE
AT VANCE
HEATING & AIR
SATURDAY
8:00-12:00
Elliptical Clothing
Books &

YARD SALE
1706A OAK HILL UR
FRIDAY
7:00-3:00
SATURDAY
7:00-12:00
Treadmill, Hunting
Gear Baby Clothes
Men's & Women's
Clothes. Dishes.
Knives

501 RIEMAN
ACROSS FROM
EAST SCHOOL
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-?
Furniture Household
Items Lots of
Children s Clothes
(boys &
So Much More'

YARD SALE

YARD SALE
CORNER OF 121S

"es iadies P-L
mens XL, tots of
misc

YARD SALE
506 ROBINSON RD

YARD SALE
2101 ST RT. 94W
CORNER OF JOHNNY
ROBERTSON RD &

SATURDAY

7:00-12.00
New items

8:00-2:00
furniture. lift chair
hospital bed &
equipment. household items. old
sowing machine,
horne decor. home
interiors. toys. bikes.
& SO MUCH MORE

Women's Clothes.

YARD SALE
811 N 17TH
CORNER OF UODSON
& 17TH.1 BLOCK
FROM 5 POINTS
FRIDAY
8:30-4:00
SATURDAY
8:30-2:00
No Early Sales
lots of new ,ten
nave been added
new lamps. etc

YARD SALE
818 PEACH
ORCHARD ROAD
TURN LEFT AFTER 6
MILE MARKER ON
HWN 30
SATURDAY
8:00-7
Antique Glassware.
Wall Pictures.
Purses Sewing
Machine Cabinet.
TV. & More'

YARD SALE
SARATOGA 1
85 PAUL

7:00-2:00
f.:nmputer Desk &
Chair. Microwave
Oven. Restaurant

BRADLEY DR
SATURDAY

Everyone'

7:00-12:00
Children's clothing,
Shoes Toys Golf
clubs Furniture
Household items. &

Come & See'

More'

MOVING IN SALE
HOuSE TOO smALL

Scrubs.(2) TV's.
5513 ST. RT. 121N
SATURDAY
8.00-2.00

YARD SALE
2201 & 2203
QUAIL CREEK
SATURDAY
7:00-?
Golf Clubs
Christmas. Books
Girl INB-2T) &
Women Clothing
Household
BabyrToddler
Items

2004 Harley-Davidson.
Heritage
Soft Tali
Ciasse
S14.500
37,800/miles. Very weii
kept. 270-753-1441

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance

1 ,,rriture.

Too Much To Mention'
Nice Things

YARD SALE
937 POTTERTOWN
(Hwy 280 PAST
EAST Y STORE)
SATURDAY
8:00-7
Lots of stuff, son
,
Mexican & Chi;
Pepper Decor
Purses, Some
Furniture, Clothes &
Misc Items'

YARD SALE
907 N. 20TH ST.
SATURDAY 7:00-?
Washer, dryer, kids clothing
boys & girls.

TRAVIS
ASPHAI.1'

Hamilton Granite
-8r Marble

Sealcosting
& liauting
‘s
TO%

3301 St. Rt 121N.
753-8087
IWer Shaded,. • 24115172?
eerie Him, %004.30

2,70-753-2279
[KJ OU NEED A (TER'? Call 270-7590010. ask for Thomas
Sr College trained to
work with the genatre
disabled. the developmentally disabled. or
the mertaily chatler

hollandmotorsales com
270-753-4461
8 TRUCKS
(31 Rangers $3.800up
(2) Chevy Slivered°
2500HD 4x4
(2) Ford Mustangs
2002 Honda Accord
$5.400
Passat
'/W
2001
S4 500
You
or
We Deliver to
Your Mechanic!
We Trade
C&K Motors
WWW.ckmotorskycom

From lei?„,,
Painting to Bathrooms &
Kitchens
.
Decks to Fencing
We Do-11 Aff!
No Jet To.Smaffi
270473-9915,
co visit ot.r website
kenteCKYlaialle
rernOdeline.ww

FLAWLESS
FINISH
Pressure Washing

Cad Today For A
Free Estimate'
270-562-2228

I

2003
Springdaie 30tt

LEARN TO FLY
510.900 293-4602
530'
Services Offered

in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
*Flight Review
•Discovery Flight
(270)873-2098

L&M
•
. LAWN SERVICE
Mewing, Manicuring
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guarantee..
753-1816 227-061
YEARRY'S
Free
Service
mates. Phone
2562. 227-0267

I

David's Home
Improvement
•,er Damaged FlOors
r ‘A
'
S
Flea JoistS
& %rafting

Handyman Work,

De insurance WO.*

tftraos.
Odd Jobs.-1,
Home, Autel
sni. LIght
Caaper
.
Electrical.
Yards & '
. htuch More
No Job Toe Small -

5

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

.̀7 METAL

Jacob
270478-0278

aim

Itteckweil tztetiors
Hall Proof. Tax Rebate,
Enertr, Star
(270)227-6238
rhe Lail Roof You
Will Ever
iiiiii
Neer!!h

TOVVN
.TREE- sgavicE
onsurrt Reliably .
& Depenclable
• Free -6vtimaje's Ffee'Stumortempra

F

Houses Pave, & .
CX•eks. Sidewalks &
. Driveways., Vinyl
Fences.& Siding

[
11:gjh--11Wts
Cv

(270)925-5387

CHASE Futrell LawnCare. 8yrs. exp 2938814
LAWN Care Service
Fleasonable
rates
s•rartrig at 515 270, 405

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

Concrete Repair

270-293-7971
www.aermatie.com

Appliance
Repair

(270)759-0501

ALL BRANDS

Ward Duns
270-753-1713

O'BRYAN TREE
& DEBRIS
Locally owned
and operated
• Free Estimates .
tf
e Lic
270-703-1021
270-70-3-4005
Johhny 0 Bryan
ROOFING Licensed
and
fully
insured
Adam's
Home
improvement
270-227-2617

270-293.5624

Nc lob too small

.eCommerciat&
Residential
*Asphalt Installation
Maintenanee
40"yrs experience

PICK UP

Tree
est,
436

3 CRETE, LLC

111111 IlliltaV1,
11fri 1 ,I1M

• V.
•
A
F
pickups
•locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
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Today in

SUDOKU

the empty squares so Mal each row each column anCI eaCh
3x3 box contains the :arm number only once. The difficutty love.
of the Cr-,
:logo increases rrom Monday to Sunday

Concepts SudoKu

7 6 5
9
7

4
Answer to previous puzzle

4 1
9
8

MULTI-FAMILY

Rain or Shine
Girls Clothes (8-12!

Morra,Irdo.r.limestai
\c,

801 MEADOW LN
SATURDAY
7:00-?
kitchen Table &
Chairs. Bed_
Mattress, Living
Roorn Furniture
Clothes, Home
Decor, Small
Appliaricec
Fleceon,cs &

SATURDAY

Dishes.
Something for

R.ENO,

4-FAMILY
YARD SALE

7.00-12:00

Wicker Couch. Table

YARD SALE
1300 STORY AVE
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
293-3815

641S. 5 MILE

7:00 - 3:00

SATURDAY

YARD SALE
1260 TODD RD
ALMO
(OFF HWY 80)
SATURDAY
7:00-12:00
Boys clothes
(8-16) toys.
sports. books.
bunkbeds.
household misc

To Mention,

clothing. toys

1707 JOHNSON
BLVD.
OFF DORAN RD
BEHIND MHS
FRIDAY
7 00-2:00
SATURDAY
7:0(3-12:00
household items
'

Free Stuff.

Too Much

Christmas items

502 S. 8TH ST.

SATURDAY

All Day

lots of boys
clothing (infant to

GARAGE SALE

furniture, dishes.
decorative iterrs
antiques. microwave
uven. light fixtures &

SATURDAY

YARD SALE

LARGE 3-PARTY

& SPEAKER TRL
FRIDAY A

FRIDAY &

307 IRVAN ST

2-PARTY
YARD SALE
HUGE
MOVING SALE
1175 ROBERTSON
ROAD NORTH
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-7
couch. bed. bathroom
vanity. computer desk
dishes. cookware
bedspreads. linens
adult
oec"

602 PINE ST.

8-FAMILY

GROUP HOME'S

1009 PAYNE ST

YARD SALE

YARD SALE

MURRAY

YARD SALE

Much More

4-PARTY

270-705-5973

496 ERWIN (OFF 94 WEST)
FRIDAY

Murray Ledger & Times

1654 Ryan Ave, 3BR.
2BA. Home down the
street from campus
Newly
renovated
1.100-sq.ft. 812-76°5398
41C Sycamore St, 1 5
stories, 1 ,488sqft. 2BR,
1BA living-room, dining-room. Way-room.
garage. fenced in baci.
yard
House neeowork. $43.000. 27C,
753-1441
BRAND new 3BR 2BA
2 Car garage. Custom
Brick
in
home
Briarcrest Subdivision.
Hardwuod
Floors.
Formai dining. custom
cabinets, open floor
plan with lots of natural
light. Approx 1800 SF
Living. Call for your
private showing 270753-2905

DUPLEX for sale.
S83.000. Non-smoking.
New wiring. plumbing
and
Great
roof.
Income 2,400 sq ft.
753-9887.
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lh ulis I
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 7534916

ilinigtitis
You can count on the
most cspenenced
in Hest Av.
403 Tom Taylor Trail

753-7728
Electriii
Since 1986
24 noun senesce
Res .
& Ind
Licensed & Insured
All lobs - big or small

Horoscope
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Saturday.,Oct. 16. 2010:
This year. you make a big difference wherever you go. Stay
focused on the creative process.
If you are single. an entourage of
admirers surrounds you. !lave
fun with the dating game! You
will have quite a few admirers.
If you are attached, you both
suddenly' start acting like new
lovers! AQUARIUS is always
refreshing.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day. You'll Have: 5-Dynamic.
4-Positive.
3-Average: 2-So-so. I -Difficult

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
***** Take some time to kick
back and enjoy your friends.
HOUSE and
Whether going from party to
ACREAGE. 2 5 acres.
3BR. 62.x3T half base- 436-5141 A-AFFORD- party or socializing with a certain
workshop ABLE Hauling. Clean fnend, you have a good time. A
ment.
partner could be a little "dark" or
20'x20'
$160.000
out garages. gutters.
moody. Only this person can
Phone (270) 492-8419
junk & tree work
change his or her mood..
A-1 Lamb's
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
HOUSE FOR SALE,
Professional Tree
**** You fall into the position
KIRKSEY. 3BR. 2BA, Service Insured
of responsibility. whether you like
30'X40'
detached 753-TREE (87331
it or not. Get together with
garage S88,500 Cali
ADAMS Home
friends or loved ones. though a
489-6110 after 6pm or
Improvement
responsibility drops or, you in
leave message
AcIG bons, Remodeling, some fashion
Roofing. Vinyl Siding. GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Nes 2-4
Laminate
Floors. ***** Keep reaching out for
Bedroom homes in
Repairs. workers comp
someone at a distar.ce You
Riverfield Estates. Insured.
might want to think about plan227-2617.
ning a trip or getting together
SB(; Real Property
ANDRUS Excavating with family and friends at a disProfessionals
and Septic Systems. tance. You hear a loved one or
293-7872
Dozer back hoe, and child loud and clear
track
work, CANCER (June 21-July 22)
hoe
Installation and repair ***** Relate to each person
REDUCED Pnced for or! septic systems
independently Try an exercise
quick sale. New energy Now offering septic Let go of past images of others
tank
Major
pumping.
efficient. 3BR, 2BA 2when relating to them. Suddenly,
credit cards accepted_
car garage. 2.240 sq
you see a key friend in a different
978-0404
ft. cathedral ceiiings.
light A family member reveals
FUTRELL'S
Tree
concrete
driveway.
important information
Service
large lot No city taxes
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Trimming.
removal,
Lots of energy rebates.
***** Others can be chalstump
grinding,
fire210-3781. 559-2032
lenging in that they present so
wood. Insured 489- many options. You could feel
2839
down and a little dejected

753-9562

by Jacqueline Bigar
Understanding will evolve if you
relax. At the same time. get to
the bottom of a key issue reflected in your decisions. You could
be surprised by everything that
comes out.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Mellow out Put your feet
up and relax. You could be surprised by a financial opportunity
and insight. Discover what is
going on behind the scenes. You
might want to start a new project
Consider the costs first.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** You cannot suppress
your
innate
playfulness
Understand what is going on
with you and a key relationship
Express your feelings without
fear
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Understanding will evolve
if you relax and just hang in
there. You might be overly concerned about a personal matter.
Relax and express your views.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** You don't want to stir
the pot Consider the fact that
you might be slightly overreactive. Could that be possible'?
Have a discussion while enjoying
a meal with a friend Go to the
movies or see an art show.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Think twice if someone
makes you an offer that seems
too good to be true. It probably
is. Though you can be quite
insightful, you could slip up on
this occasion. Don't allow another person to pressure you
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
You could be taken
aback by an older relative who
relentlessly keeps on your case
Know that this person wants
your feedback. Be willing to minimize the pressure and just handle this matter
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** A partner shares information that you really need to
work through_ Dori t take this person's feelings on or take his or
her comments personally. Take
the high road
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Looking Back
fen years ago
rhe Murrav Sum 1.1.11.17P. Stith:red
disappointing 48-7 loss to
Eastern Illinois on Saturday in
Charleston.
Murray. State University 's Center for Continuing Education is
offering a seminar 10 help college students and graduates prepare for the GRE.
Officials at Calloway County
High School say the Kentucky
Board of Education was trio hasty.
n releasing a Ira Oct. 6 that
;tamed 107 schools that have not
Aibmitted complete reports on their
:Irons to comply with federal Title
IX guidelines for girls• athlenc,
Twenty years ago
Murray Family YMCA ha, start.-d a prenatal exercise program.
Baby and !Me- with Danielle
schwettman as instructor Class ses-ions will be at Calloway C.oun• y Public Library and Murray State
rniversity Carr Health Building
pool.
Published is a picture ot three
children spending their day off from
school earning some eXit..1 cash
by selling cupcakes. coffee and
punch at Jennie Gibb•s yardsale
on South 12th Street. They are
Desire Phelps. Samantha Gibbs
and Candace Jones
Officers of the Nlurray Chapler of Business and Professitmal
Women are Melia Redden. treasarer, Betty Darnall. cooresponding secretary, Burnette Ferguson.
recording secretary; Jean Fleming.
president-elect and Faye Roger..
president.
Thirty years ago
"It's Child's Pito - will be the
theme ol the 1980 homecoming
parade at Murray State University Approximately. 100 units will
he in the parade on Oct. 18 with
Henry Coords of East Aurora.
N.Y.. president of Fisher-Price
Toys. as grand marshal.
Calloway County Judge Executive Roben 0. Miller, spoke on
"Constitutional Rights- at a potluck
luncheon meeting held by the Alpha
Department of the Murray Woman',

Nurturing Godmother should Dollar-store glasses fill the bill
DEAR DR. GOTT: i am A 78- ophthalmologist or opt;unetrist
step back from caregiver role year-old
white male. 6 feet 2 inches every three to four years

Club on Saturday. Sept. 27
Kay tutd Krista Russell. daughters of Mr and Mrs Edward G
Russell, have been awarded Fred
M. Roddy. scholarships to the University of lennessee. Knoxville
I'm the 1980-81 school year. They
are the granddaughters of Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Hill and Mrs. Mary M
Russell. all of Murray.
Forty years ago
Airman Kay Cr Boren. son of
Mr and Mrs. Clarence Boren. has
been assigned to Chanute AFB.
III.. for training in aircraft maintenance after completing basic
training at Lackland AFB. Texas
Published is a picture of a
group of Murray Senior Citizens
in front of the bus which will
take them to Shiloh National Park
near the Mississippi-Tennessee
state line tor a day outing.
Recently reported births include
a hoy to Mr and Mrs. Bobby R
Manning: a txry to Mr. and Mrs
Harold Shoemaker: arid a boy to
Mr and Mrs Joe Shroat.
Fifty years ago
The Haiel Chamber of Commerce has endorsed the progr:un
to acquire a new hospital for the
city. and county:.
Mrs. Sylvia A. Atkins, local
child welfare worker for Calloway
county. attended the Southeastern
Regional Conference of the American Public Welfare Association
held at Lexington.
Dr. Harry Sparks spoke on his
recent trip to Europe at the meeting of the Sigma Department of
the Sturray Woman's Club.
Sixty years ago
A SI67.000 church building
will be erected by First Methodist
Church of Murray. according to
the RCN. George Bell, pastor. The
church voted to Nrchase the Elbert
Lassner property adjacent to the
William, property the church own%
Both are immediately west of the
present structure on Maple Street.
The buildings on the propeny will
be removed to make way for the
new modern church building

tor

DEAR .ABBY: I'm a 23-yearold woman who has been helptng to raise my three adorable
godvhildren over the last few
years Their mother is also 2 z
She became pregnant with her
oldevt when she was 15. She's a
young single mother, unprepared
for the full responsibility. so I
have stepped
in
When they
v.ere babies.
e
would
take
turns
rocking them
all night I
take them to
the docior's
when they are
sick -- with
or
without
their mom. I
By Abigail
helped select
M.hich schools
Van Buren
th..y attend
Through the years I
e been there
e%ery day. waking them in the
niorning, taking them to school.
putting them to bed. etc.
I am rtow being married and
have slightly reduced my day-today. role, although I Mil still in
many ways the "other parent " I
get criticized tor this all the time
I am constantly. being told. "They
are not your children. You shouldn't be doing this.' Even my. future
in-laws have said it
I don't know how to respond.
I love the children very much.
as it they were my own. I can't
let them suffer for their mother's
numerous mistakes I'd appreciate
any. advice you ,an give me. -GODMOTHER OF THREE. IN
NEW ENGLAND
DEAR GODMOTHER: May
I begin by asking. 'Where is their
MOTHER'!" Where are the grandparents'? Three children. no
father:1st-- who is supporting them'
You are a caring angel to have
stepped an to the extent that you
have. hut why isn't their mother
around to put them to bed at
night. wake them in the nmirn:ng. and see that they get to the

Dear Abby

doctor when the) are S.tl sick they
need one' unething is seriously out of kilter
In the not-too-distant future
you vs
have children of your
n it. litre tOr Husband, need
a cenain amount of care and nurturing. tiE It will be impossible
for you to continue to he as
involved as you have been in
your godchildren's lives. 'too are
doing the right thing by transi'toning away. and you must continue to do so Much as ou love
them, your godchildren are their
mother's responsibility. and you
have already done more than you
should have been expected tor
asked) to rlo
SONS.

DEAR ABBY': My husband
and I had a troubled marmage.
He was a good father and provider.
and I respected him for that But
he did not respect me He constantly blamed and criticiLed me
tor hos many emotional problems.
Atter I told him I w.as leav.ing
him. he committed suicide
My problem Is, our adult children blame me for his death. I
don't v.ant it, bad-mouth their father
or tell them the unpleasant details
of our marriage. hut they don't
knoss the whole story.
1 have had lot, of professional counseling and my kids have
had some. hut iney refuse to attend
any more sessions. Should I just
continue to do the hest I can and
hope they can be more forgiving
as they mature. or should I tell
them my. side of the story.? -DOING THE BEST I CAN
DEAR DOING: Your children
should have been told the v.- hole
story. while . ou %sere together in
counseling. If you allow them to
continue in their belief that you
caused their tather', death. their
anger will only. continue to grow.
lf possible. that imponant conversation should be held with the
help of a mediator. Because they
reluse to see a therapist. I'm recommending your religious adviser.

Today In History
Germans: was executed by a French
firing squad outside Pans.
In 1946. Nazi war criminal
Hermann Goering IGEFT-reeng)
fatally poisoned himself hours
before he was to have been exeuted.
In 1964. it was announced that
Soviet leader Nikita S Khrushchev
(KROOS11•-chef)
been
had
removed from office.
In 1990. Soviet President
Mikhail S. Gorbachev was named
the rectpient of the Nobel PeillX

Ten y.ears ago: ['resident Bill
Clinton left Washington for emergency talks in Egypt with Israeli
and Arab leaders.
Five year% ago: Iraqis voted
to approve a constitution. A crowd
that had gathered to protest a neoNazi march in Toledo. Ohm, turned
violent, prompting the mayor to
declare a state of emergeney
(hie year ago. A report oi
6-year -old Colorado boy trapped
inside a runaway helium balloon
captivated the nation before the
boy, was found safe at home.
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and weigh 195 pound, I use glass- Caucasian, and tv.0 to lour veal.,
es that cosi SI to read sometimes.
for Afnean-Amencans aged 20 n;
I have been seen hy two doctors. 19. every MO to four y.ears tot both
Both sa) I hase glaucoma. I *Avid races aged 40 to 64. and every OW
like to know what the devil this is 10 MI) !...!:171 for both races aged 65
because both
and older Under ordinary curcum
doc.101% said
lrafiCes, if a person follows these
to use Xalatan
timeline.. visual abnormalities can
bednine for
be corrected and treated early It
the rest of my
glaucoma is discovered. medication
life.
in the form of eyedrorz or pills can
DEAR
he prescribed to ember lower the
READER: pressure or cause the eye to make
Glaucoma is a
less fluid lt may be necessan, to
group ol dis- take the prescnbed medication sevthat eral [Hiles a day If you espenence
eases
damage the
burning. stinging or redness. ads's,:
optic nerve in
your prescnbmg specialist. who can
the eye(s) that
make modification
By
results
in
It is important to understand that
Dr. Peter Gott diminished
glaucoma often has no symptoms.
vision, leadand you may be inchned to disconing to blindness. The light-sensitive tinue your 'medication. Continued
optic nerve connects the retina to use is extremely imponant The
the brain. trzursmitting visual :nforpurpose of the medication is to
mation.
either lower the production of fluid
There are different forms of the
Or 10 redLICC the pressure of the
disorder. but the most Lommon is fluid
knov.n
open-angle glaucoma
The Xalatan drop, you have been
The front of the eye has a space
prescnbed ..‘1111 reduce the pressure
known as the antenor chamber. in your eyei sr You should wash
through which a clear fluid flows. your hands before and atter use
nourishing surrounding tissues. The The medication should he taken in
fluid leaves the antenor chamber the evening unless your doctor ploand flows through a drain area and
v ides other instruction, You may
leave, the eye. There are tames. expenence blurred vision, and your
however. when it passes too slowly
eyes 'nay become ,en,itive to light.
through this drain. resulting in a
Retrain from driv ing or doing
buildup of fluid. The buildup of detailed work until you determine
pressure that results can damage the `Ahrther you esperience any
optic nerve. resulting in open-angle
unta.zuned side ettects. Never use
glaucoma and may lead to a loss of more than the recommended dose
vision. It should be noted that an
It appear, both physicians you
increa•e in eye pressure is not an consulted are in agreement My
indication a person has glaucoma. guess is the Xalatan is a cotnpletely
Rather. it indicate, a person is al
appropriate recommendation that
nsk for glaucoma. Then there is the
you should follov. Many people
diagnosis of glaucoma without an
your age are on more medication,
increase in pressure. This is slightly
every day than I have fingers and
less common but as known as low
toes You're one of the fortunate
or normal-tension glaucoma. Some ones that have reached the age ot 7li
people are able to withstand higher
without a plethora of problems.
eye pressure than others. It all
To provide related infonnation. I
depends on how much pressure am sending you a copy of my
y-our optic nerve can handle.
"Medical
Report
Health
The key.: is early detection. Eye
exams should be performed by an

Dr. Gott

Hints From Halo's()

By The Associated Press
Today. is Friday. Oct. 15. the
288th day of 2010. There :ire 77
days left in the year
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 15, 1860, 11-year-old
Grace Bedell of Westfield. N Y.
wrote a letter to presidennal candidate Abrahani Lincoln. suggesting he could improve his appearance by growing a beard (The
rest, as they say. is history.)
On this date:
In 1917. Dutch dancer Nlata
Hari. Lon% icred
-1,%Ing fin the
TETAE3V
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Taking
the Bus to
Schrmil
Dear ReadWith
ers:
school under
way. meaning
busy
mornInge.
and
afternoons.
it's important
know
to
SCHOOL BUS SAFETY HINTS.
Thanks to our friends at the National Safety Council ivy.% samsc tarsi
for allowing us to print these
%her: boarding the bus:
* Stay in the designated area
while waiting for the bus: don't
hang around in yards or alleyways. Vv.'ait until the bus comes
to a complete stop and the door
opens before you approach Calmly enter the bus. teasing. talking
and laughing with your friends
can distract y.ou. Use the handrail
and carclulh, climb up into the
bus
When on the bus:
* Find a seat and sit dovvn
right away. Loud talking. noise
and confusion can distract the driver and can be stressful for all.
Keep your hands. arms and head
inside the bus at all times! Keep
the aisles dear Wait for the bus

by
Heloise

to come to a complete stop before
you stand up.
When getting off the bus:
• itse the handrail when getting off the bus so that you don't
trip or fall on the steps.
• Walk at least 10 steps ur
front of the bus so that the driver can see you if you need to
cross to the opposite side of the
street. Traffic. by law, is required
to stop in both directions to allow
you to cross the street, but Away%
carefully check for cars yourself.
Never go behind the bus'
Make safety. a top priority so
that everyone enjoys school without worrying about school bus
accidents. -- Helotse
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise
P.0 Box 795000
San Antonio. TX 78279-5000
Fax. I -210-HELOISE
E-mail: Heloiset at tHeloise.com
EASY ID
Dear Heloise: I use a permanent marker to mark the comers
and middle of my mattress pad
After washing. I can rotate the
pad. The markings make it easier to situate the pad on the mattress. especially. with a queen or
king bed. -- Lilith in Ventura.
Calif.
TRAVEL HINT
Dear Heloise: Research y.txu

destination before leaving. Learn
about the history of the area and
special attractions, which will help
you avoid pncey tounst trap, Sharon in Texas
LETTER OF LAUGHTER
Dear Readers: We thought ,A,e
would revisit some of our favorite
Letters of Laughter frorn twer the
years
Janie wrote in to tell u,. 'After
an exasperating day with mv preschool son. I had taken all I
thought I cotild. 'James.' I shouted. 'you're absolutely driving rne
crazy!'
"With his most innocent look,
he replied. 'Mom. I can't be doing
that -- I don't even know how to
drive!'
"Needless to say. my mood
quickly changed. and he got a big
hug "
Heloise
CLOTHESLINE HANGING
Dear Heloise: I have a solution for not getting bumps on the
shoulder of shirts/blouse, after
hanging them on the clothesline
Just hang them using clothespin•
under the tompits No worrying
about how to winos e the humps'
That's a real timesaver for
- Pat Anderson. Hagaman. N Y
IC12010 by king Features Syndicate Inc.
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MCCH announces
Bloemer as Interim CEO

MercyMe

Two November concerts
coming to the Carson Center
Special to the Ledger
PADUCAH, Ky. - The Luther
F. Carson Four Rivers Center
recently announced two concerts coming up in November.
MercyMe is one of the top
contemporary Christian bands
in the nation and will perfortn at
7 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 4.
Founded in Greenville. Texas,in
1994, the group first gained
mainstream recognition with the
crossover single "I Can Only
Imagine," which elevated their
debut album, "Almost There,"
to certified double platinum.
Since then, the group relea.sed
five additional studio albums,
four of which have been certified gold, Lnd a greatest hits
album. MercyMe unleashed
"The Generous Mr. Lovewell"
in May 2010, giving the band
the highest chart debut of their
career, bowing in at No. 3 in the
nation on Billboard's Top 200

SoundScan Chart, and No. 1 on
the overall Contemporary
Christian SoundScan chart. The
album is the No. I selling record
at Christian bookstores. has hit
No. 1 on the iTunes Christian
Albums chart (No. 5 overall),
and boasts the No. single "All
of Creation," which continues to
hold the top spot on both the
Christian AC and lnspo charts
after six weeks. In 2009,
Billboard magazine named
MercyMe the Christian adult
contemporary songs artist of the
decade and their "Word of God
Speak" was named • Christian
song of the decade. http://mercyme.org.
The Led Zeppelin tribute band
Get The Led Out will perforrn at
7:30 p.m. Saturday, Nov. 20.
From the bombastic and epic to
the folksy and mystical. Get The
Led Out has captured the
essence of the recorded music of

Led Zeppelin and brought it to
the big concert stage. The
Philadelphia-based group consists of six accomplished musicians intent on delivering Led
Zeppelin's studio recordings
with all the bells and whistles.
Get The Led Out re-creates the
songs in all their depth and glory
with the studio overdubs that
Zeppelin never performed live.
Get the Led Out presents a
more-than two-hour live performance that spans the mythic
career of the legendary British
supergroup.
www.gflorocks.com.
Tickets may be purchased by
calling the Carson Center Box
Office or by ordering online at
www.the carsoncenterorg. The
box office is located at 100
Kentucky Avenue in Paducah,
with hours Monday to Friday
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Murray State University faculty member
and two students attend conference
By Bob McGaughey
MSU Public Relations
Dr. Brenda Wilson, associate
professor in Murray State
University's computer science
and infomiation systems department, and two students attended
the 10th annual Grace Hopper
Celebration of Women in
Computing Sept. 29-Oct. 2 in
Atlanta.
The students, Traci Glass and
Lauren Schmidt, attended on
scholarships won at the
Kentucky
Celebration
of
Women in Computing sponsored by Murray State in
February.
Glass, a senior computer science major, served as the student chair of the Kentucky convention. Schmidt, a spring graduate with majors in computer
science and math, won first
place in the Kentucky poster
competition. She is now a grad-

uate student in computer science
at the University of Louisville.
More than 2,100 women in
technology attended the international convention with about
half being college students and
faculty.
The annual Women in
Computing conference is named
for Grace Hopper, one of the
pioneers in computing. She
wrote the COBOL programming
language and is known for coining the words "bug" and
"debugging" when referring to
errors in computer programs.
Keynote speakers included Dr.
Carol Bartz, CEO and director
of Yahoo: Dr. Duy-Loan T. Le,
first woman to be elected Senior
Fellow at Texas Instruments:
and Dr. Barbara Liskov, professor of computer science at MIT.
In addition, Jennifer Marsman
of Microsoft was a featured

speaker. Marsman, a developer
evangelist
in
Microsoft's
Developer
and
Platform
Evangelism Group. will speak
on campus Oct. 21.
She is scheduled to address
women in STEM (science, technology. engineering and math)
at 3:30 p.m. in the Freed Curd
Auditorium.
Prior to joining Microsoft.
Marsman worked for the Ford
Motor Company, National
Instruments
and
Soar
Technology.
Wilson said,"It is so inspiring
to be with so many women in
my field and to encourage
undergraduate and graduate students to persist in a career where
few women (16-25 percent
dare to venture. We came home
enthusiastic about sharing all we
learned with students and fellovi
faculty."

Special to the Ledger
On Oct. 6, the MurrayCalloway County Board of
Trustees
appointed
Vice
President of Finance Brad
Bloemer to the position of
Interim CEO to provide executive leadership after the current
CEO, Keith Bailey. retires. In
order to facilitate a smooth leadership transition. Bloemer will
assume his new position on Oct.
22. thereby allowing a brief
period for Bailey arid Bloemer
to work together before Bailey
officially retires on Nov. 3.
Bloemer has over 20 years of
healthcare management experience and currently holds the
position of VP of Finance. He
has held this position at MCCH

for over five years. Bloemer
received his undergraduate
degree from Southeast Missouri
State and his Masters in Health
Administration
also from
Southeast Missouri State located in Cape Girardeau. Mo. In
addition, he is a Certified Public
Accountant(CPA).
"We are pleased to have Brad
Bloemer serve a.s interim CEO,"
said Dr. Sandra Parks, board
chair. "The Board has confidence in his ability to lead the
hospital and will continue the
process of searching for a permanent CEO. It will be very,
*helpful for Keith Bailey and
Brad Bloemer to work together
for a short time to help assure a
successful transition."
Bred Bloemer

New nature watch series at LBL
to the Ledger
SrutaiBetween The Lakes
(LBL)National Recreation Area
and Lake Barkley State Resort
Park are teaming up to present
the first in a new seasonal
Nature Watch Series. Pelicans
and Prairies will take place
Saturday and Sunday. Oct. 303 I.
"Come out and enjoy abundant fall wildlife viewing opportunities at Lake Barkley and
LBL," said Sharon Waltrip.
LBL's Program Manager for
Environmental Education and
Interpretation. "This
new
Nature Watch Series will take
outdoor enthusiasts to our
region's hidden comers to witness some of nature's greatest
moments, stay tuned for more in
this exciting new series."
Pelicans and Prairies, the first
in the series, gives visitors the
opportunity to spend Halloween
weekend at Lake Barkley State

Resort Park while enjoying
LBL's wildlife and scenery. The
weekend includes a Breakfast
with the Pelicans cruise, live
animal programs, Ghosts and
Goblins Night Tour. a Sunrise
Elk and Bison Tour iuid more.
"This weekend will provide
ample viewino opportunities of
American White Pelicans. as
hundreds stop over during
migration." said Mary Schmidt.
Park Program Supervisor and
Naturalist at Lake Barkley."Not
only will participants be able to
view these large birds, but with
naturalist guided tours they will
have the opportunity to leam
more about these birds and other
wildlife encountered during the
weekend."
The cost for the event is $130
per person with lodging at Lake
Barkley and $75 per person
without lodging. Room rates are
based on double occupancy.
Reservations are required. The

event is limited to 30 people.
For reservations and more information, call (270)924-1131 ext.
191 or (8(X)) 325-1708 ext. 191.
LBL is planning an environmental education Nature Watch
event each season: Winter
Wanderers: Eagles & Waterfowl
Migration: January I 5-16:
Warblers & Wildflowers: April
16-17: and Stilt Walkers of
LBL: Herons & Egrets: June I I,
2011.
Land Between The Lakes is
managed by the Forest Service,
U.S. Department of Agriculture.
in partnership with "Friends of
LBL," to provide public lands
outdoor recreation and environmental education. Visitors are
encouraged to review the website at www.lbl.org each season,
and throughout the season. for
Calendar of Events, updates on
programs and policies, safety
information and temporary trail
and road closures.

Jazz legend Brubeck undergoes pacemaker surgery
HARTFORD, Conn.(AP) —
A spokesman for Dave Brubeck
says the jazz pianist is doing
well after surgery at a
Connecticut hospital to install a
pacemaker.
Patrick Giblin, spokesman at
Brubeck's
alma
mater,
University of the Pacific in

Lea

California, says Brubeck's doctors expect him to be ready to
resume concert touring in
November.
Giblin said Brubeck is eager
to return to the piano. The jazz
legend had the surgery at
Bridgeport Hospital on Monday
after experiencing fatigue and

sof Roof?

dizziness at his home in Wilton,
Conn.
Brubeck, who turns 90 in
December. got an early birthday
celebration in August when performing with the Wynton
Marsalis Quintet at the Newport
Jazz Festival in Rhode Island.
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Local animals headed to NAILE
LOUISVILLE, Ky. - Lily
Swain, of Pottertown, and
Justice Wisehart. of Almo, have
both entered one animal in a
division of the 37th annual
North American International
Livestock Exposition (NAILE).
The NAILE is recognized as the
world's largest purebred livestock show with more than
22,(X)0 entries and nearly
$700.00) in prizes and awards.
Scheduled for Nov. 6-19. the
event takes place at the
Kentucky Exposition Center in
Louisville.
Purebred farms from nearly
every state and Canada bring
livestock to compete in one of

10 expo divisions: dairy cattle,
dairy goats, Boer goats, beef
cattle, quarter horses, draft horses, mules and donkeys, sheep,
swine, and llamas and alpacas.
More than 200,000 American
and foreign visitors attend the
hundreds of individual breed
shows. sales and events. In addition to the recognition anti prize
money that comes with winning
at the NAILE, the value of the
champion breeding stock is significantly enhanced.
The expo is also home to
numerous youth events that are
an important pan of the livestock industry's traditions,
including: Eastern National 4-H

LOWER
YOUR
COSTS

Horse Roundup: Youth, Junior
College and Senior Collegiate
Dairy Judging Contest: Dairy
Quiz Bowl: National Collegiate
Livestock Judging Contest:
National 4-H Livestock Judging
Contest:
Junior
College
Livestock Judging Contest: and
National 4-H Poultry & Egg
Conference.
The Professional Rodeo
Cowboys Association (PRCA)
Great Lakes Circuit Rodeo
Finals takes place November
11-13 at 7:30 p.m. nightly.
Tickets are available at
TicketMastercom or by calling
(502) 361-3100 or (800) 7453000.

Let CDM Construction solve your water problems!
Ask About Tax Credits For White Energy Efficient
Roofs!

CDNI Construction
SetTing Murray & West Kentucky FIT 30 Fears!
.
Charlie McKenney, Owner

101 N. 13th Street •(27'0)753-8694
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